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ABSTRACT 

When a speaker uses a linguistic metaphor, how do we know that they are thinking 

metaphorically? One answer is by looking at their gestures (e.g., Müller, 2008).  

In this thesis, I propose three criteria for identifying whether a speaker is 

thinking metaphorically: gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort (see 

Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). I also appeal to Müller’s (2008) conception of metaphoricity 

as a gradable phenomenon. Using these three criteria, I conduct a large-scale, 

quantitative analysis of gestures in the TV News Archive, focusing on linguistic 

metaphors of emotional valence (‘low standards, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the 

standards’, ‘raise the standards’). I also look at factors that may affect the metaphoric 

activation of these linguistic metaphors, and whether speakers gesture in line with 

other conceptual metaphors of emotional valence (e.g., Casasanto, 2009). Finally, I 

look at whether articulatory plurality, a widely-reported feature of sign languages (e.g., 

Börstell et al., 2016c), can be found in co-speech gestures. 

Amongst other results, I find high levels of gesture co-occurrence (85.3%), 

gestural fit (61.5%) and gestural effort (70.8%) for all four linguistic metaphors. I also 

find that metaphorical verbs (‘lower’, ‘raise’) are more likely to be understood 

metaphorically than metaphorical adjectives (‘low’, ‘high’).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) has long been beset 

by criticisms of its circular logic (e.g., Murphy, 1996, 1997; see also Gibbs & Colston, 

1995). The central claim of CMT is that linguistic metaphors, which describe one thing 

in terms of another, are surface-level manifestations of conceptual metaphors that 

shape the way we think. For instance, the expression ‘I’m looking forward to it’ 

describes a future event as if it were in front of the speaker in physical space. Using 

the terminology of CMT, this linguistic metaphor describes the target domain TIME 

metaphorically in terms of the source domain SPACE. Proponents of CMT would argue 

that this way of talking about time reflects the conceptual metaphor TIME IS SPACE. If 

asked, ‘How do we know that we structure our understanding of time in terms of 

space?’, a traditional CMT response might be, ‘Because we talk about it this way’.  

It is this line of reasoning that has been criticised for its circularity, and which 

has since put pressure on proponents of CMT to prove that linguistic metaphors are 

in fact ‘active’ at the conceptual level. After all, linguistic metaphors are often so 

entrenched in language that speakers may view them simply as “just the way to say 

it” (Cameron 2003: 100). Spatial terms such as ‘high’ and ‘low’, for instance, are 

practically the only way to talk about pitch (e.g., Pratt, 1930; Zbikowski, 1998; Rusconi 

et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2013). Even in cases where there are alternative, non-

metaphorical terms available to language users, linguistic metaphors may be so 

conventionalised that their metaphorical meanings hardly occur to those who use them 

(e.g., Black, 1993; Murphy, 1996, 1997; Müller, 2008). With this in mind, how do we 

‘know’ when a linguistic metaphor is active in the mind of a speaker? One answer is 

by looking at their gestures. 
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 In this thesis, I use Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) Gesture as Simulated Action 

framework to propose three criteria for identifying whether a linguistic metaphor a 

speaker uses is active at the conceptual level: gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and 

gestural effort. Using these criteria, I conduct a large-scale, quantitative analysis of 

gestures in a corpus of videos assembled from the TV News Archive, an online 

database that, at the time of writing, contains over 1.6 million news broadcasts. I focus 

on gestures produced by speakers using linguistic metaphors pertaining to emotional 

valence, a term that refers to the good-ness or bad-ness of a concept (Frijda, 1989: 

207). Speakers often describe emotional valence in terms of vertical space; for 

instance, someone at a ‘low point’ in their life might be described as ‘hitting rock 

bottom’, or a sportsman or woman in ‘top form’ might be described as being at the 

‘peak’ of their career. Using the criteria of gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and 

gestural effort, I assess whether the vertical BAD IS DOWN and GOOD IS UP associations 

expressed in linguistic metaphors such as these are conceptually active. In doing so, 

I appeal to Müller’s (2008) notion of ‘sleeping’ and ‘waking’ linguistic metaphors, which 

suggests that conceptual activation is not a binary yes/no decision; rather, there are 

degrees of metaphoricity. Following this, I compare linguistic metaphors that express 

the same valence-space association but in different ways to see if these different 

modes of linguistic expression affect whether a given linguistic metaphor is 

conceptually active, and to what degree. I also explore whether other conceptual 

metaphors not expressed linguistically, such as Casasanto’s (2009) body-specificity 

hypothesis, are active in the minds of speakers who use vertical linguistic metaphors 

of emotional valence. Finally, I assess whether the concept of articulatory plurality 

reported in sign languages (Börstell et al., 2016c; Lepic et al., 2016; Östling et al., 

2018) extends to co-speech gestures.  
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 In section 2, I explore the literature on mental imagery and mental simulation, 

as well as Müller’s (2008) conception of sleeping and waking linguistic metaphors, to 

lay the groundworks for the main proposal that drives the entire study: that we can 

infer whether or not linguistic metaphors are conceptually active, and to what degree, 

by looking at how speakers gesture when they use these linguistic metaphors. I 

expound this premise fully in section 3, where I give an overview of co-speech 

gestures, describe the proposals of Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) Gesture as 

Simulated Action framework, and develop the criteria of gesture co-occurrence, 

gestural fit and gestural effort used for assessing conceptual activation. In section 4, I 

explicate the linguistic metaphors that are the focus of the study (‘low standards’, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’), which describe emotional 

valence in terms of vertical space. I also suggest ways of identifying whether or not 

conceptual metaphors other than the BAD IS DOWN and GOOD IS UP associations 

expressed linguistically might be active in the minds of speakers who use these 

linguistic metaphors. In section 5, I look at four different factors that might affect the 

conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor (emotional valence, word class, agency, 

animacy), and suggest how we might investigate the effects of these different factors 

using the criteria of gesture co-occurrence, gestural effort and gestural fit. In section 

6, I explicate articulatory plurality and put forward a method of determining whether 

this widely-reported feature of sign languages extends to co-speech gestures. The 

next five sections detail the main study itself, beginning with its methodology in section 

7, a contextualisation of the data with some qualitative examples and analyses in 

section 8, and the main quantitative results in section 9. I summarise and comment 

upon the main findings of the paper with a general discussion in section 10, and come 

to some general conclusions in section 11. 
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 To foreshadow the main results found herein, the criteria of gesture co-

occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort suggested that the linguistic metaphors 

investigated in this study (‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’, 

‘raise the standards’) were highly conceptually active overall. These three criteria also 

indicated that linguistic metaphors of emotional valence where verticality was 

expressed using a verb (‘lower’, ‘raise’) were more conceptually active than those 

where verticality was expressed using an adjective (‘low’ ‘high’). Emotional valence, 

agency and animacy seemed to have no effect on conceptual activation. No evidence 

was found for conceptual metaphors other than the BAD IS DOWN and GOOD IS UP 

associations expressed linguistically being active in speakers’ minds, nor was 

evidence found for articulatory plurality in co-speech gestures.  

All of these conclusions are inferences drawn from speakers’ gestures. To 

understand how we might infer a speaker’s thoughts from their gestures, the next 

section gives an overview of the literature on mental imagery and mental simulation. 

This body of literature suggests that understanding metaphorical language involves 

mental simulation. This then informs a proposal based on Müller’s (2008) conception 

of sleeping and waking linguistic metaphors, which positions gestures as a “window 

into the mind” (De Ruiter, 2007: 21), allowing us to quantify whether or not a given 

linguistic metaphor is conceptually active, and to what degree. 
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2. DEGREES OF METAPHORICITY 

2.1. Mental imagery and mental simulation 

Being able to interact with the world is essential for the survival of any human. This 

fact has led theorists to speculate that perception itself evolved from the need to act 

(Sperry, 1952; Gibson, 1979), which includes finding food, escaping from predators 

and pursuing mates.  

There is abundant evidence for the existence of a direct link between perception 

and action. For instance, in a study conducted by Kilner et al. (2003), participants 

made arm movements while observing a person making either the same or a different 

type of arm movement. When there was a mismatch between the action performed by 

the participant and the action they observed, participants’ arm movements were more 

varied, suggesting that perceiving incongruent actions has an interference effect on 

the performance of actions (see also Stanley et al., 2007). Likewise, research 

conducted by Wohlschläger (2000) showed that action can also influence perception. 

In this study, participants rotated a knob either clockwise or counter-clockwise before 

observing a circular visual display that rotated clockwise, frame by frame rather than 

continuously. Participants then had to judge in which direction the circular formation 

had rotated. Crucially, non-continuous clockwise motion can also be interpreted as 

counter-clockwise motion, so the rotation direction of this visual display was 

ambiguous. Results showed that participants who rotated the knob clockwise were 

more likely to report that the visual display had rotated clockwise, whereas participants 

who rotated the knob counter-clockwise were more likely to report that the visual 

display had rotated counter-clockwise (see also Miall et al., 2006). 

This direct link between perception and action allows people to make advance 

action plans in response to perceived stimuli in their environment (e.g., Adolph, 1997). 
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These action plans are thought to take the form of ‘mental imagery’: analogue 

representations of perceptions and actions (e.g., Kosslyn, 1980, 1994; Kosslyn et al., 

2006). Analogue representations stand in contrast to verbal representations (natural 

language descriptions) and propositional representations (amodal, abstract symbols) 

(e.g., Barsalou, 1999; Hostetter & Alibali, 2008), and are theorised to be constructed 

from “perceptual, motor and introspective states acquired during experience with the 

world, body and mind” (Barsalou, 2008: 618). Using mental imagery, a person can 

consciously and deliberately imagine interacting with a stimulus to plan how to best to 

respond to it. This type of mental imagery, which involves imagining our own bodies 

in action, is known as motor imagery (Jeannerod, 1994, 1995).  

Behavioural research suggests that motor imagery relies on mental processes 

overlapping with those involved in the actual performance of actions (see Barsalou, 

1999; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002; Gallese & Lakoff, 2005). For instance, Decety et al. 

(1989) reported a strong correlation between the time taken for participants to walk to 

a target location in one condition, and to imagine walking to the same location in a 

second condition. Moreover, Decety and Jeannerod (1995) showed that the time taken 

for participants to imagine walking to a target gate increased when the gate was 

narrower and therefore more difficult to navigate to. These studies suggest that factors 

known to affect the time taken to perform real-life actions (i.e., distance, difficulty) 

affect motor imagery in a parallel way. Additional evidence for overlapping mental 

processes for real and imagined actions comes from neuropsychological studies, 

which have shown that brain areas involved in movement, such as the supplementary 

motor areas, cerebellum and basal ganglia, are also active when participants imagine 

moving (see Jeannerod, 2001 for a review). In addition, Jacobson (1931) reported 

increased electromyography (EMG) activity (a measure of muscle activity) and 
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micromovements in the limbs of participants who were asked to imagine moving their 

limbs without physically moving them. Other research has shown that EMG activity 

increases proportionally to the amount of effort that an imagined action requires 

(Shaw, 1940), and that frequency characteristics of EMG activity during imagined 

actions are similar to those recorded during real actions (Wehner et al., 1984; also see 

Jeannerod, 1994 for a review). The muscular activity reported in these studies seems 

to be related specifically to the premotor planning stages of an action, distinct from the 

action itself, which is mostly inhibited (Jeannerod, 1994; Smith & Kosslyn, 2007).  

Related to mental imagery is ‘mental simulation’. Both mental imagery and 

mental simulation consist of analogue representations, but whereas mental imagery 

is conscious and deliberate, mental simulation is less conscious and less deliberate 

(e.g., Bergen, 2012; Connell & Lynott, 2016). A study conducted by Tucker and Ellis 

(1998) exemplifies mental simulation, showing that participants were quicker to 

respond to an image depicting a teapot with a handle on its left side when they made 

this judgment using their left hand. The authors propose that viewing the image 

prompted participants to involuntarily mentally simulate interacting with the teapot 

using their left hand. Because this mental simulation activated mental processes 

overlapping with those that would have been activated if participants actually 

performed this action, it took less activation and therefore less time for a participants 

to respond with their left hand. Similar results were reported by Ellis and Tucker 

(2001), who found that participants were quicker to respond to a visually-presented 

object (e.g., a grape vs. a hammer) when the grip they were asked to respond with 

was congruent with the grip they would use to physically grasp the object (e.g., 

precision grip vs. power grip). This effect has been shown to persist when participants 
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are asked to respond 700ms after the object has been removed from view (Derbyshire 

et al., 2006). 

Evidence suggests that language can control our mental simulations: 

comprehending words may trigger automatic mental simulations based on the content 

of these words (e.g., Barsalou, 1999; Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). Evidence for this 

perspective comes from the action-sentence compatibility effect (ACE), which was first 

reported by Glenberg and Kaschak (2002). In this study, participants judged whether 

or not sentences were sensible by responding with a movement either away from or 

towards their body. Some of these sentences implied movement away from the body 

(e.g., ‘close the drawer’), whereas others implied movement towards the body (e.g., 

‘open the drawer’). If the movement participants were asked to respond with was in 

the opposite direction of the movement implied by the sentence, they were slower to 

correctly judge whether the sentence was sensible, evidencing an interference effect 

(see also Zwaan & Taylor, 2006). Similarly, Klatzky et al. (1989) showed that semantic 

judgments about action-based phrases (e.g., ‘aim a dart’) were quicker when 

participants performed an appropriate bodily action (e.g., touching together thumb and 

fingers in a dart-aiming hand gesture). In another study conducted by Stanfield and 

Zwaan (2001), participants read sentences about objects and then had to decide 

whether a pictured object was referred to in the sentence they had just read. Results 

showed that participants were quicker to make this decision correctly when the 

orientation of the pictured object matched the orientation of the object implied by the 

sentence (e.g., ‘Put the pencil in the cup’ implies that the pencil is vertically-oriented) 

(also see Perlman & Gibbs, 2013 for a review). More evidence for the tight coupling of 

language and mental simulation comes from a neuroimaging study conducted by Hauk 

et al. (2004). By comparing fMRI scans of participants who moved their tongue, fingers 
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and feet with scans of participants who read words such as ‘lick’, ‘pick’ and ‘kick’, the 

authors were able to observe similar patterns of motor cortex activity for physical 

movements and their corresponding words (see also Pulvermüller, 2005).  

Mental simulation is also hypothesised to be involved in the processing of 

metaphorical language (e.g., Gibbs & Matlock, 2008). For instance, the ACE has been 

shown to extend to metaphorical action phrases such as ‘grasp the concept’, (Wilson 

& Gibbs, 2007), and to sentences implying metaphorical motion such as ‘She told me 

this story’, where information is described metaphorically as moving towards the 

speaker’s body (Glenberg & Kaschak, 2002). Other evidence comes from research 

conducted into the comprehension of fictive motion sentences, such as ‘The road goes 

through the desert’, in which metaphorical motion is implied, despite the sentence 

literally referring to a static entity. Using eye-tracking technology, Richardson and 

Matlock (2007) found that participants spent longer scanning a pictured road after 

reading a fictive motion sentence where the road’s terrain was described as being 

difficult to navigate (‘The desert is hilly’) compared to easy (‘The desert is flat’). This 

result suggests that the comprehension of sentences describing metaphorical motion 

involves the mental simulation of actual motion. Because mental simulations of actions 

recruit similar mental processes to those recruited during the performance of physical 

actions, this has a physical effect on participants’ eye movements (see also Matlock 

et al., 2005).  

We might infer from this research that we tend to comprehend linguistic 

metaphors by mentally simulating their source domains, which we then use to 

understand their target domains. For instance, upon hearing the linguistic metaphor 

‘grasp the concept’ (Wilson & Gibbs, 2007), we mentally simulate performing the 

physical action of GRASPING (source domain), which is used to understand the more 
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abstract, introspective state of UNDERSTANDING (target domain). However, in some 

cases, language comprehenders might understand the linguistic metaphor ‘grasp the 

concept’ by simulating the target domain UNDERSTANDING, without simulating the 

source domain GRASPING, skipping the metaphorical link from source to target. Here, 

‘grasp the concept’ would cease to be understood metaphorically at all. This loss of 

metaphoricity is the issue I explore in the next section, where I explicate Müller’s 

(2008) conception of sleeping and waking linguistic metaphors, and her notion that 

linguistic metaphors can be understood more or less metaphorically than one another: 

‘degrees of metaphoricity’. 

 
2.2. Sleeping and waking metaphors 

To understand Müller’s (2008) ideas, we must first examine the historical distinction 

between ‘dead’ and ‘alive’ linguistic metaphors (e.g., Black, 1993). This distinction is 

often conceptualised in terms of whether or not a linguistic metaphor is understood 

metaphorically by language users; in other words, whether a metaphorical association 

expressed by a linguistic metaphor is active at the conceptual level. For example, 

metaphorical comprehension of the linguistic metaphor ‘grasp the concept’ would 

involve understanding the target domain UNDERSTANDING in terms of the source 

domain GRASPING. This linguistic metaphor would thus be called ‘alive’. In contrast, 

non-metaphorical comprehension of this linguistic metaphor would involve the target 

domain UNDERSTANDING directly, without the metaphorical link from the source domain 

GRASPING. This linguistic metaphor would thus be called ‘dead’. Hereafter, I will refer 

to this dead-alive distinction in terms of ‘conceptual activation’, where dead linguistic 

metaphors are conceptually inactive, and alive linguistic metaphors are conceptually 

active. While Müller (2008) does not use these terms, I believe they are useful because 
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they allow the possibility of linguistic metaphors being more or less conceptually 

active, which is central to her non-categorical, gradable conception of ‘sleeping’ and 

‘waking’ linguistic metaphors.  

Some linguistic metaphors may be dead, or conceptually inactive, for several 

reasons. First, the linguistic metaphor may be opaque: it may have metaphorical 

origins, but language change has obscured these over time to the point that the 

linguistic metaphor is no longer conceptually active for most language users. For 

instance, Müller (2008: 179) points out that the German word Kummer, meaning 

‘sorrow’ or ‘grief’, has its origin in the Indo-Germanic root bher (carry) and the Gallo-

Latin comboros (what is collected), which combine to metaphorically describe sadness 

as the physical carrying of an emotional load. Because the vast majority of German 

speakers are presumably unaware of this word’s metaphorical etymology, Kummer 

may be deemed conceptually inactive. In contrast, transparent linguistic metaphors 

are linguistic metaphors whose metaphorical meanings can be detected without any 

additional etymological knowledge, such as ‘falling in love’. Because it is transparent, 

this type of linguistic metaphor has the potential to be alive, or conceptually active. 

However, even transparent linguistic metaphors such as this can be used so frequently 

that they become conventionalised, which may lead speakers to think of these 

linguistic metaphors as literally expressing the concepts they represent, rendering 

them conceptually inactive (e.g., Brinkmann, 1878; Black, 1993; Hanks, 2006). The 

power of conventionalisation to ‘kill’ linguistic metaphors may be especially strong 

where there is no literal alternative to express a concept, such as with the spatial terms 

‘low’ and ‘high’ used to talk about musical pitch (e.g., Pratt, 1930; Zbikowski, 1998; 

Rusconi et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2013). 
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Müller (2008) argues against this rigid dead-alive dichotomy, positing that it is 

more accurate to view linguistic metaphors on a cline from ‘sleeping’ to ‘waking’. 

According to Müller, all transparent linguistic metaphors are sleeping in that they have 

“metaphoric potential” (ibid: 196), which means that their metaphorical meaning is 

accessible to language users, like the ‘falling in love’ example discussed above. 

Waking linguistic metaphors, on the other hand, are sleeping linguistic metaphors 

whose metaphoric potential is realised during language production, and thus are 

‘woken up’, that is, conceptually activated. Conceptual activation can be observed 

empirically through “activation indicators” (ibid: 197), which include co-speech 

gestures, metaphoric elaboration (where a conceptual metaphor is instantiated by 

multiple linguistic metaphors), and verbo-pictorial metaphors (where a linguistic 

metaphor is also expressed visually, common in advertisements; see Forceville, 

1994). These activation indicators are claimed to be the outwards manifestations of 

conceptual activation. On a neurological level, Müller understands conceptual 

activation in terms of Cameron’s (1999: 19) notion of spreading activation through 

different pathways in the brain. Based on this, Müller (2008) postulates that because 

more or fewer pathways and links between these pathways can become activated, 

conceptual activation is by definition a gradable phenomenon. This means that a 

linguistic metaphor used by one speaker in one context can be more or less 

conceptually active than a linguistic metaphor used in another context (ibid: 197-198).  

From this gradable definition of conceptual activation, Müller makes a 

prediction: the greater the number of activation indicators produced alongside a 

linguistic metaphor, the greater the conceptual activation of this linguistic metaphor 

(ibid: 198). For instance, if a linguistic metaphor is accompanied by gestures as well 

as metaphorical elaboration, this linguistic metaphor can be said to be more 
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conceptually active than a linguistic metaphor accompanied by gestures but not 

metaphorical elaboration. Müller makes explicit that conceptual activation can be 

either conscious or unconscious, in line with contemporary CMT accounts (e.g., Lakoff 

& Johnson, 1980; Gibbs, 1994; Kövecses, 2002). Müller (2008: 192) furthermore 

stresses that conceptual activation is analysable only at the level of language use, 

determined by examining the behaviour of a specific speaker in a specific context (see 

also Kyratzis, 2003).  

Whereas Müller emphasises linguistic metaphors as the primary drivers of 

conceptual activation (2008: 207-8), the current study takes an approach akin to CMT 

in that it views conceptually active linguistic metaphors as the surface-level 

manifestations of conceptual metaphors (e.g., Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Gibbs, 1994; 

Kövecses, 2002). From this perspective, it is usually conceptual activation that 

motivates a speaker to produce a linguistic metaphor and its associated activation 

indicators. In support of this position, there is an enormous body of research indicating 

the primacy of conceptual metaphors over linguistic metaphors. For instance, 

numerous studies have found evidence for conceptual metaphors in research 

paradigms that do not use linguistic metaphors as prompts (see Landau et al., 2010; 

Casasanto, 2010; Winter & Matlock, 2017). Moreover, conceptual associations with 

no corresponding linguistic representation have been shown to exist, such as the MORE 

IS RIGHT association reported for numbers (e.g., Dehaene et al., 1993; Wood et al., 

2008; Chinello et al., 2012; Winter et al., 2015). Another source of evidence comes 

from studies investigating co-speech gestures, in which speakers have been reported 

to produce metaphorical gestures while not expressing these metaphors linguistically 

(e.g., Calbris, 1990; Cienki, 1998; Walker & Cooperrider, 2016). For example, a 

speaker might gesture backwards while saying ‘past’, in line with the spatial PAST IS 
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BEHIND conceptual metaphor, but without making any linguistic reference to space. 

Indeed, speakers systematically produce metaphoric gestures even where there is no 

linguistic equivalent, such as gesturing leftwards for ‘past’ and rightwards for ‘future’ 

(e.g., Casasanto & Jasmin, 2012; Cooperrider & Núñez, 2009; Walker & Cooperrider, 

2016). Taking conceptual metaphors as the source of conceptually active linguistic 

metaphors and their associated activation indicators partly aligns with McNeill’s (1992, 

2005) Growth Point Theory, where language and gesture are generated from the same 

“idea unit” (2005: 106), which is fundamentally conceptual (see also McNeill & Duncan, 

2000).  

 Based on this, my proposal is as follows. A speaker has a thought that they 

want to communicate. This thought, at least in part, takes the form of mental imagery 

or a mental simulation, which the speaker then plans to communicate linguistically. If 

the thought is metaphoric, the speaker will be more likely to express it using a linguistic 

metaphor (see Gibbs, 2006; Gibbs & Matlock, 2008). Because a metaphorical 

conceptualisation motivates the production of the linguistic metaphor here, this 

linguistic metaphor can be called conceptually active. This is not just a one-way 

process: thought can influence language production, but language production can also 

influence thought (e.g., McNeill & Duncan, 2000), in line with Slobin’s (1987) ‘thinking-

for-speaking’ hypothesis. For instance, a speaker may plan to use a linguistic 

metaphor simply because it ‘works’ to communicate a concept, and not necessarily 

because this linguistic metaphor accurately reflects the speaker’s metaphoric 

conceptualisation of said concept. In this case, however, the choice to use a linguistic 

metaphor may also trigger an automatic, metaphorical mental simulation in the mind 

of the speaker.  
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We have seen in this section that linguistic metaphors are unreliable markers 

of conceptual activation, because speakers are capable of reproducing 

conventionalised linguistic metaphors without being aware of their metaphorical 

meanings (e.g., Brinkmann, 1878; Black, 1993; Hanks, 2006). This begs the question: 

how do we determine whether or not a linguistic metaphor is conceptually active? For 

this purpose, many researchers have championed gestures, principally because they 

are usually produced unconsciously, and so are widely believed to be a “window into 

the mind” (De Ruiter, 2007: 21; see also McNeill, 1992; Goldin-Meadow et al., 1993; 

Beattie, 2003). Thus, if a speaker were to produce a metaphoric gesture alongside a 

linguistic metaphor, this would provide evidence that the linguistic metaphor is 

conceptually active. We have also seen that conceptual activation is a gradable 

phenomenon, and that we can infer the degree of a linguistic metaphor’s conceptual 

activation from the number of activation indicators that accompany it (Müller, 2008: 

198). This specific proposal would mean looking at activation indicators in addition to 

gesture, such as metaphorical elaboration. However, I propose that differences in the 

quality of a single activation indicator, such as gesture, can also reveal differences in 

conceptual activation. These differences might include the movement direction of a 

gesture, or whether the speaker’s gesturing hands are open or closed. My proposal 

therefore affords the possibility of identifying differences in conceptual activation by 

examining gesture alone. 

As such, the present study looks specifically at the presence or absence of 

gestures accompanying transparent linguistic metaphors (‘low standards, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’), and the quality of these 

gestures. As mentioned previously, Müller (2008: 192) is keen to emphasise that 

conceptual activation is something that can only be observed empirically at the level 
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of the individual speaker in a given context, meaning that we should refrain from 

making blanket statements about all language users (see also Kyratzis, 2003). 

However, with a large enough sample of different speakers producing the same 

linguistic metaphor across different contexts, it is possible to infer empirically whether 

a particular linguistic metaphor tends to be conceptually active, and to what degree. 

This is the premise of the current study, which examines gestures produced by 268 

unique speakers in a corpus assembled from the TV News Archive. By analysing these 

speakers’ gestures, we should be able to quantify the conceptual activation of these 

linguistic metaphors. 

 

*  *  * 

 

In this section, I have explored the literature on mental imagery and mental simulation, 

which has informed an interpretation of Müller’s (2008) conception of sleeping and 

waking linguistic metaphors. I have suggested that looking at how speakers gesture 

when they use linguistic metaphors can tell us whether these linguistic metaphors tend 

to be conceptually active, and to what degree. In the next section I expound this 

premise fully, detailing the key features of gestures, the different types of gestures, 

and exactly how gestures can be used to quantify conceptual activation. I do this by 

appealing to Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) Gesture as Simulated Action framework. 
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3. GESTURE 

Although they often accompany speech, gestures are different from language in two 

key ways (McNeill, 1992; McNeill & Duncan, 2000). First, whereas the meaning of a 

sentence is primarily compositional, deriving from the sum of its constituent words, 

gestures express meaning non-compositionally. This means that a gesture’s meaning 

is determined by its form as a whole, rather than by ‘adding together’ the elements 

that comprise it (e.g., hand shape, movement direction). Second, a single gesture can 

combine several meanings, whereas language often requires several words to do the 

same. For example, while saying, “She climbed up the ladder”, a speaker might 

gesture by moving their hand upwards while wiggling their fingers, communicating 

three meanings (she + climbed + up) in a single symbol (example from Hostetter & 

Alibali, 2008: 501).  

In these two ways, gestures are similar to images (e.g., Beattie and Shovelton, 

2002), which makes gestures ideal for expressing the analogue representations of 

mental imagery and mental simulations directly, rather than communicating this 

imagery through propositional, linguistic forms. This is especially true for spatial and 

motor imagery (e.g., Alibali, 2005); for instance, it is more efficient to show a person 

how large a fish is with one’s hands than to describe its size with words. 

Unsurprisingly, therefore, research has shown that gestures are more likely to occur 

with speech about spatial information than non-spatial information (Rauscher et al., 

1996; Krauss, 1998; Alibali et al., 2001). Accumulating evidence also indicates that 

spatial gestures are at least partly motivated by spatial mental representations. For 

example, research shows that stroke patients with visuospatial deficits gesture less 

than age-matched controls (Hadar et al., 1998), and that individuals with weaker 
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visuospatial skills gesture less than those with stronger visuospatial skills (Hostetter & 

Alibali, 2007; see also Hostetter & Hopkins, 2002).  

Many taxonomies have been suggested for the classification of gestures (see 

Kendon, 2004), but most useful for the purposes of the current study is McNeill’s 

(2005: 38) distinction between ‘beat gestures’, ‘deictic gestures’, ‘iconic gestures’ and 

‘metaphoric gestures’ (see also McNeill & Levy, 1982; McNeill, 1992). Beat gestures 

are normally used to emphasise certain lexical items in speech, typically consisting of 

short up-and-down movements (McNeill, 1992) coinciding with stressed syllables 

(Yasinnik et al., 2004; see also Wang & Chu, 2013). Deictic gestures involve simply 

pointing to a referent in the environment, which even toddlers have no trouble with (‘I 

want that one’). Iconic gestures represent analogue representations directly, depicting 

referents using the shape and/or movement of the hands, exemplified by the fish 

example mentioned above (‘It was this big’). Central to this paper, however, are 

metaphoric gestures. Metaphoric gestures are similar to iconic gestures in that they 

depict features of a referent directly (e.g., Müller, 1998). However, in metaphoric 

gestures, this depicted referent is used metaphorically to stand for something else. An 

example of a metaphoric gesture would be if a speaker moved their hands away from 

each other when saying ‘This is a big opportunity’. This gesture would seem to depict 

the source domain SIZE, which is used metaphorically to represent the target domain 

IMPORTANCE (e.g., Grady, 1997; Yu et al., 2017).  

Researchers (e.g., McNeill, 1992; Beattie, 2003; Goldin-Meadow et al., 1993) 

have championed gesture as a way to break the circular logic of CMT, where linguistic 

metaphors are simultaneously held as surface-level reflections of, and also evidence 

for, conceptual metaphors (e.g., Murphy, 1996, 1997; see also Gibbs & Colston, 

1995). This argument assumes that gestures are a “window into the mind” (De Ruiter, 
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2007: 21), and thus can reveal out thoughts. However, the exact mechanisms by which 

gestures express thought were conceptually rather fuzzy until Hostetter and Alibali 

(2008) brought them into focus with their Gesture as Simulated Action framework (see 

also Kita et al., 2017). This framework directly motivates the methodology used in the 

present study. 

 

3.1. Gesture as simulated action 

Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) Gesture as Simulated Action (GSA) framework holds 

that gestures are the outwards manifestations of mental imagery and mental 

simulations. We have seen already that imagining perceptions and actions activates 

mental processes overlapping with those activated when actually perceiving and 

acting. Normally, this activation seems to occur in the premotor cortex (e.g., Rizzolatti 

et al., 1996; see also Jeannerod, 1994; Smith & Kosslyn, 2007), but under the GSA 

framework this activation may occasionally spread to the motor cortex. This spreading 

activation tends to manifest in overt action: typically, gestures. 

 What factors determine whether a given analogue representation will cause a 

speaker to produce a gesture? Hostetter and Alibali (2008: 503) suggest first that the 

strength of the activation dictates the likelihood that activation will spread from 

premotor to motor areas of the brain. This draws an immediate parallel with the idea 

that conceptual activation is gradable, because more or fewer pathways and links 

between these pathways can become activated (Cameron, 1999; Müller, 2008). 

Hostetter and Alibali (2008: 503) use the notion of gradability to characterise activation 

more generally, but conceptual activation can be viewed as a sub-category of 

activation that abides by the same rules. The authors are also keen to emphasise that 

while language production is often motivated by analogue representations, some 
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speakers may produce language derived from amodal, propositional codes. They 

argue that a speaker’s propensity to generate language via analogue representations 

versus propositional codes may affect how likely they will be to produce gestures more 

generally (see Hostetter & Alibali, 2007). The topic that a given speaker is talking about 

may also influence whether or not they gesture; for instance, we have seen already 

that gestures are more likely to occur with speech about spatial information than non-

spatial information (Rauscher et al., 1996; Krauss, 1998; Alibali et al., 2001). 

 A speaker’s idiosyncratic analogue representations, which comprise their 

mental imagery and mental simulations, may also dictate how likely they will be to 

gesture. For example, Bergmann and Kopp (2009: 364) stress that humans can adopt 

different perspectives on an imagined scene at different scales or levels of detail, and 

that this can affect the quality of their gestures. In fact, Hostetter and Alibali (2008: 

503) speculate that these kinds of details can dictate whether speakers gesture at all. 

A key distinction in this regard is whether an analogue representation is primarily visual 

or motoric. Motor representations necessarily involve imagined action, whereas visual 

representations may not. However, it is possible for a primarily visual representation 

to involve action, for example when a visual representation involves perceiving motion, 

perceiving an image that changes over time, or when a perceived image is closely tied 

to action. Visual representations may also trigger action-based representations when 

perception of an image depends on action (e.g., visual and tactile exploration). 

However, because of the lack of an explicit connection to action, Hostetter and Alibali 

predict that a speaker will be less likely to gesture based on primarily visual 

representations, compared to primarily motoric representations (ibid: 503-4). 

The level of activation that an analogue representation generates must also be 

sufficient to surpass the speaker’s personal ‘gesture threshold’, which is the limit 
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beyond which activation will manifest in action (ibid: 503). The speaker’s gesture 

threshold may depend on neurological factors, such as the strength between premotor 

and motor areas of their brain, with greater connections between these areas making 

spreading activation more likely (ibid: 505). The speaker’s gesture threshold may also 

be contextually determined. For instance, research has shown that speakers gesture 

more when a linguistic description is more difficult to produce (e.g., Chawla & Krauss, 

1994; Morsella & Krauss, 2004; Melinger & Kita, 2007). In addition, research suggests 

that speakers can consciously exert a degree of control over their gesture production 

(e.g., Hostetter et al., 2006); specifically, speakers can lower their gesture threshold 

when they are communicating something challenging that they suspect their listener 

will find difficult to understand (e.g., Alibali & Nathan, 2007). Ultimately, other factors 

could affect a speaker’s gesture threshold, such as whether they are an extrovert or 

an introvert; speculatively, we might expect extroverts to gesture more than introverts, 

which could be the result of extroverts generally having a lower gesture threshold. The 

fact that gesture thresholds differ from person to person and from context to context 

stresses the need to collect gesture data across speakers and across contexts if we 

wish to make any generalisable conclusions from these gestures about thought.  

Hostetter and Alibali (2008: 504) suggest that speakers may rely more on 

propositional codes than analogue representations when talking about abstract 

concepts. This is relevant to linguistic metaphors because, often but not always, the 

target domains of these linguistic metaphors are abstract (e.g., Lakoff & Johnson, 

1980). Because it is impossible to directly perceive or act upon an abstract concept, it 

seems less likely that a speaker will have a perceptual or motoric representation in 

mind when talking about this concept. Under the GSA framework, therefore, speakers 

should be less likely to gesture when using metaphorical language than when using 
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literal language. However, we must remember that linguistic metaphors tend to 

construe abstract concepts metaphorically in terms of concrete concepts (e.g., Lakoff 

& Johnson, 1980). This is true of the linguistic metaphors in the current study (‘low 

standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’), which all 

describe the abstract concept EMOTIONAL VALENCE in terms of the concrete concept 

VERTICAL SPACE. Thus, speakers may still have an analogue representation in mind if 

the linguistic metaphor they are using is conceptually active (e.g., Lakoff & Johnson, 

1980; Varela et al., 1993; Gibbs, 2005). This should make speakers more likely to 

gesture, bringing us back to characterisation of gestures as activation indicators 

(Müller, 2008).   

 

3.2. Gesture as an activation indicator 

Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) GSA framework suggests that ‘gesture co-occurrence’ 

can be used to assess the conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor: if a linguistic 

metaphor is conceptually active, a speaker will be more likely to gesture when they 

use it. The greater the degree of this conceptual activation, the more likely it is that a 

speaker will gesture, because there is more chance of this activation surpassing the 

speaker’s gesture threshold and spreading from premotor to motor areas of their brain. 

One caveat is that gesture co-occurrence can only be a reliable indicator of conceptual 

activation where the target domain of a linguistic metaphor is abstract. This is because, 

in the case of linguistic metaphors where both source and target domains are concrete 

(e.g., ‘That man is a pig’), the speaker’s analogue representations may involve 

perception and/or action regardless of whether they are imagining the linguistic 

metaphor’s source or target domain.  
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 Gesture co-occurrence is a relatively non-specific criterion, however, in that it 

does not take into consideration the form of the gesture (e.g., hand shape, direction of 

movement). If a linguistic metaphor is conceptually active, we would expect the 

gesture’s form to reflect the relevant aspect of the source domain used to 

metaphorically construe the target domain. One specific issue with gesture co-

occurrence is that the presence of a gesture in and of itself may occur for reasons 

other than the linguistic metaphor being conceptually active. For instance, if beat 

gestures typically coincide with stressed syllables in speech, it may be that a certain 

linguistic metaphor contains words that tend to be stressed syntactically. To mitigate 

this problem, we can also decide whether or not a gesture aligns with the metaphorical 

meaning of a linguistic metaphor: what I call ‘gestural fit’. How this is operationalised 

will depend on the source domain of the linguistic metaphor in question, which I 

explore further in section 4.1. 

 The gradability inherent in conceptual activation can also be deduced from the 

level of effort that a speaker uses to gesture: ‘gestural effort’. We have seen already 

that imagining actions can result in muscular activity and micromovements (e.g., 

Jacobson, 1931; Shaw, 1940; Wehner et al., 1984), which could be viewed as 

evidencing activation that has spread to the motor cortex, but not quite enough to 

produce a noticeable action. At the other end of the scale, if a relatively high amount 

of activation spread from premotor to motor areas of the brain, we might expect this to 

result in a highly effortful gesture. One criterion by which effort can be quantified is 

whether a speaker gestures with one or both hands, with both-handed gestures 

corresponding to a higher amount of effort than one-handed gestures. This is the 

criterion of gestural effort used in the current study. Other criteria include the duration 
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of a gesture, the extent to which the gesturing hands move while gesturing, and 

potentially more.  

 

*  *  * 

 

In this section I have given an overview of co-speech gestures and their relationship 

with language, and I have described the proposals of Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) 

Gesture as Simulated Action framework. Using the GSA framework, I have suggested 

three ways of quantifying the conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor: 

1. Gesture co-occurrence: whether or not speakers gesture when using the 

linguistic metaphor 

2. Gestural fit: whether or not speakers produce gestures that align with the 

meaning of the linguistic metaphor 

3. Gestural effort: how effortful speakers’ gestures are (e.g., gesturing with two 

hands tends to involve more effort than gesturing with one hand) 

In the next section, I explicate the linguistic metaphors that are the focus of the 

current study and develop the criteria of gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and 

gestural effort in relation to these linguistic metaphors. We have seen that, because 

gestures are similar to images, they are ideal for expressing spatial and imagistic 

information directly. Spatial information in particular is easy to express in gesture, with 

the most obvious signifier of spatial information being gesture direction. This makes 

linguistic metaphors with space as a source domain ideal for investigating conceptual 

activation using the criteria of gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort. 

One concept known to be construed metaphorically in terms of space is emotional 

valence, which is the focus of the current study. Emotional valence is doubly ideal 
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because it is an abstract concept, and therefore we would not expect a speaker to 

gesture when talking about it unless they conceptualised it metaphorically in terms of 

a concrete domain, such as vertical space.  
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4. METAPHORS OF EMOTIONAL VALENCE 

Emotional valence is a term used predominantly in psychology that refers to the good-

ness (positive) or bad-ness (negative) of a concept (Frijda, 1986: 207). For example, 

in a study where participants rated 13,915 English lemmas for emotional valence, the 

three most negative ratings were given to the words ‘pedophile’, ‘rapist’ and ‘AIDS’, 

whereas the three most positive ratings were given to the words ‘happiness’, ‘fantastic’ 

and ‘lovable’.  

The current study focuses on vertical linguistic metaphors of emotional valence, 

where negative emotional valence (-valence) is described using words pertaining to 

lower space (BAD IS DOWN), and positive emotional valence (+valence) is described 

using words pertaining to upper space (GOOD IS UP). Specifically, the linguistic 

metaphors investigated here are: ‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the 

standards’ and ‘raise the standards’ (see section 5.2 for why these specific linguistic 

metaphors were chosen). ‘Low standards’ and ‘lower the standards’ express -valence 

in terms of lower space (‘low’, ‘lower’), whereas ‘high standards’ and ‘raise the 

standards’ express +valence in terms of upper space (‘high’, ‘raise’). Research 

suggests that people tend to think, as well as talk, about emotional valence in terms 

of vertical space, associating -valence with lower space and +valence with upper 

space (e.g., Meier & Robinson, 2004; Seno et al., 2009; Casasanto & Dijkstra, 2010). 

This indicates that, when a speaker uses one of these vertical linguistic metaphors to 

talk about emotional valence, this linguistic metaphor may be conceptually active.  

Alternatively, a speaker might use one of these vertical linguistic metaphors 

and conceptualise emotional valence using a different conceptual metaphor. For 

instance, a speaker might associate the dominant side of their bodies with +valence, 

and the non-dominant side of their bodies with -valence, as suggested by Casasanto’s 
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(2009) ‘body-specificity hypothesis’. This can be described as a horizontal conceptual 

metaphor of emotional valence. Another possibility is that a speaker might associate 

space near to their bodies with +valence, and space further away from their bodies 

with -valence, as suggested by the ‘approach-avoidance effect’ (e.g., Solarz, 1960). 

This can be described as a sagittal conceptual metaphor of emotional valence.  

One final possibility is that some speakers may conceptualise quantity rather 

than, or as well as, emotional valence when they use one of these vertical linguistic 

metaphors. This is suggested by the fact that increases in quantity (e.g., financial 

gains) are frequently correlated with improving ‘standards’, whereas decreases in 

quantities (e.g., financial losses) are frequently correlated with worsening ‘standards’ 

(e.g., Winter & Matlock, 2017). Research suggests that people tend to conceptualise 

quantity metaphorically in terms of physical size, where lesser quantities are 

conceptualised as smaller, and greater quantities are conceptualised as larger (e.g., 

Henik & Tzelgov, 1982). This can be described as a size-based conceptual metaphor 

of quantity. 

In this section, I explore vertical, (section 4.1) horizontal (section 4.2) and 

sagittal (section 4.3) conceptual metaphors of emotional valence, all of which construe 

emotional valence in terms of space using different axes. I then turn my attention 

towards size-based conceptual metaphors of quantity (section 4.4). Across these four 

subsections, I cite research conducted in evidence of each conceptual metaphor and 

discuss suggestions as to their origins. I then suggest methods of determining whether 

or not these conceptual metaphors are active in the minds of speakers who use 

vertical linguistic metaphors of emotional valence. These methods involve analysing 

speakers’ gestures. 
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4.1. Vertical metaphors of emotional valence 

In English and other languages, people often talk about emotional valence in terms of 

vertical space; for instance, people might encourage a friend who is feeling ‘down in 

the dumps’ to ‘cheer up’, they might look back on a ‘low point’ in their lives, or they 

might profess to feeling ‘on a high’ after a job promotion. The linguistic metaphors 

investigated in this study (‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’, 

‘raise the standards’) also express this vertical association. In each of these linguistic 

examples, -valence is described metaphorically as being low down in vertical space, 

whereas +valence is described metaphorically as being high up in vertical space. 

According to CMT, this way of talking reflects our tendency to mentally associate lower 

space with -valence and upper space with +valence (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). To use 

the terminology of CMT, we structure our understanding of emotional valence in terms 

of GOOD IS UP and BAD IS DOWN conceptual metaphors.  

 What evidence is there that we tend to associate GOOD with UP and BAD with 

DOWN? Meier and Robinson (2004) showed that participants were faster to make 

semantic judgments about +valence words such as ‘pride’ when they appeared in a 

relatively high position on a computer screen, and -valence words such as ‘liar’ when 

these words appeared in a relatively low position. Studies have also shown that 

participants are more likely to recall positive memories when perceiving upwards 

motion (Seno et al., 2013), and when moving marbles upwards from a lower box to a 

higher box (Casasanto & Dijkstra, 2010), whereas downwards motion had the 

opposite effect in both these studies. Furthermore, Tversky et al. (1991) investigated 

representations of emotional valence by asking participants to place stickers 

anywhere on a piece of paper, which participants were told represented nonpreferred  
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(-valence) and preferred (+valence) foods and TV shows. The result from this study 

showed that participants were more likely to place the -valence stickers towards the 

bottom of the paper, and the +valence stickers towards the top (see also Woodin & 

Winter, under review). This vertical association has also been demonstrated cross-

culturally (Marmolejo-Ramos et al., 2017), and in a study where three-dimensional 

responses were possible (Marmolejo-Ramos et al., 2018; see also Santiago et al., 

2012; Marmolejo-Ramos set al., 2014).  

 From where do vertical conceptual metaphors of emotional valence originate? 

Researchers have proposed several mutually-inclusive answers to this question. For 

instance, we are more likely to assume a slumped body posture if we are feeling ‘down’ 

or lacking in confidence, whereas an upright posture connotes confidence and high 

self-esteem (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; Casasanto, 2014; Winter & Matlock, 2017; 

Castaño et al., 2018). Moreover, being smaller than another person is generally to be 

in a physically inferior position to that person, whereas taller people tend to be stronger 

and therefore able to exert more control (Winter, 2014). Our embodied experience and 

observance of these correlations could lead us to associate GOOD with UP and BAD with 

DOWN. This vertical association may then come to be represented culturally in the form 

of linguistic metaphors, art and conventions such as the use of thumbs-up/thumbs-

down gestures to indicate approval or disapproval (Casasanto, 2014), which become 

a new source of metaphorical associations (Kövecses, 2002; Winter, 2014; Winter & 

Matlock, 2017).  

All this research indicates that people tend to associate GOOD with UP and BAD 

with DOWN, and that these associations are reflected in the linguistic metaphors we 

use to talk about emotional valence. However, none of this research necessarily 

shows that these associations are active when speakers use vertical linguistic 
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metaphors of emotional valence. We can investigate this issue by examining how 

speakers gesture when they use -valence linguistic metaphors (‘low standards’, ‘lower 

the standards’) and +valence linguistic metaphors (‘high standards’, ‘raise the 

standards’).  

Gesture co-occurrence (gesture vs. no gesture) first tells us how likely it is that 

a speaker will gesture at all when using one of these linguistic metaphors. If a speaker 

gestures, this would suggest that the linguistic metaphor in question is conceptually 

active. This is because gestures are simulated actions (e.g., Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). 

Therefore, speakers should be unlikely to gesture when thinking about an abstract 

domain that cannot be perceived or acted upon (e.g., EMOTIONAL VALENCE), unless this 

abstract domain is conceptualised in terms of a concrete domain (e.g., VERTICAL 

SPACE). Gestural fit then tells us whether or not the speaker is thinking about the 

abstract domain EMOTIONAL VALENCE specifically in terms of the concrete domain 

VERTICAL SPACE. For instance, if a speaker gestures with an upwards movement when 

using a +valence linguistic metaphor, this gesture can be said to align with the GOOD 

IS UP association expressed by the linguistic metaphor. Similarly, if a speaker gestures 

with an downwards movement when using a -valence linguistic metaphor, this gesture 

can be said to align with the BAD IS DOWN association expressed by the linguistic 

metaphor. If a speaker produces an incompatible vertical movement (e.g., gesturing 

upwards when saying ‘low standards’) or does not gesture along the vertical axis at 

all, this gesture cannot be said to align with the meaning of the linguistic metaphor. Of 

those gestures that ‘fit’ the meaning of the linguistic metaphor, we can then use 

gestural effort to compare how many of these gestures are one-handed and how many 

are both-handed. Both-handed gestures point towards a higher level of conceptual 

activation than one-handed gestures. 
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4.2. Horizontal metaphors of emotional valence 

Whereas vertical conceptual metaphors of emotional valence are often expressed 

through vertical linguistic metaphors, people may also structure thought about 

emotional valence in terms of horizontal conceptual metaphors, which do not tend to 

be expressed linguistically. Specifically, Casasanto’s (2009) ‘body-specificity 

hypothesis’ predicts that right-handers will associate rightwards space with +valence 

and leftwards space with -valence, whereas left-handers will exhibit the opposite 

pattern. In evidence of this body-specific association, Casasanto found that right-

handers tended to place items representing +valence concepts into a box on the right-

hand side of a piece of paper, and -valence items into a box on the left, whereas left-

handers preferred the reverse placements. This embodied left-right association has 

been reported in children as young as five years old (Casasanto & Henetz, 2012), and 

in Moroccan and Spanish right-handed participants (de la Fuente et al., 2014). It has 

also been demonstrated using various experimental paradigms, such as reaction time 

studies and memory performance tasks (Van Strien & Van Beek, 2000; Rodway et al., 

2003; Bruny� et al., 2012; de la Vega et al., 2012).  

Casasanto (2009) argues that this horizontal association stems from the fact 

that we find it easier to interact with the world using the more dominant side of our 

bodies, and we therefore come to associate this side of space with +valence 

Conversely, we find it harder to interact with the world using the non-dominant side of 

our bodies, which may lead us to associate this side of space with -valence The idea 

that motor fluency can influence associations of emotional valence is supported by 

studies showing that expert typists tend to prefer letter pairs that are more easily typed, 

even when the task at hand does not involve typing (Van den Bergh et al., 1990; 

Beilock & Holt, 2007; for a review of the literature on fluency, see Oppenheimer, 2008). 
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Moreover, specific to handedness, Casasanto and Chrysikou (2011) showed that 

completing a manual task while wearing a bulky ski glove on one’s preferred hand can 

reverse previously-held associations of emotional valence. The authors explain this 

finding in terms of their task impeding the motor fluency of one’s preferred hand, 

making it relatively easier to interact with one’s non-dominant hand.  

Research suggests that speakers express body-specific associations of 

emotional valence through their gestures. In a study working with videos of speeches 

from presidential candidates, Casasanto and Jasmin (2010) found that right-handed 

candidates used more right-handed gestures during +valence clauses and more left-

handed gestures during -valence clauses, whereas left-handed candidates tended to 

do the opposite. Conflicting results have been reported elsewhere, however. In a study 

conducted by Ćatak et al. (2018), Turkish participants used their dominant hands to 

gesture more often than their non-dominant hands, regardless of clause valence. The 

authors suggest that the difference between their results and those reported by 

Casasanto and Jasmin (2010) may be attributable to the fact that the politicians in the 

latter study were likely to have received speech and body language training, which 

could have affected their gestures. In contrast, the participants in Çatak et al.’s (2018) 

study were university students with a demographic profile similar to laypeople. The 

diverging results of these two studies make it difficult to determine whether body-

specific effects extend to gestures. 

The present study hopes to shed light on this issue by examining gestures 

accompanying -valence linguistic metaphors (‘low standards’, ‘lower the standards’) 

and +valence linguistic metaphors (‘high standards’, ‘raise the standards’). By 

analysing the handedness of these gestures, it is possible to determine whether 
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speakers are more likely to gesture with their dominant hand when using +valence 

linguistic metaphors, and to gesture with their non-dominant hand when using  

-valence linguistic metaphors. Alternatively, speakers may simply be more likely to 

gesture with their dominant hand, irrespective of emotional valence, as was reported 

by Çatak et al. (2018). Moreover, although body-specificity is thought to derive 

primarily from handedness, this left-right association may extend to left-side and right-

side space (e.g., Casasanto, 2009). If so, speakers may be more likely to gesture 

horizontally towards their preferred side of space when using a +valence linguistic 

metaphor, and towards their nonpreferred side of space when using a -valence 

linguistic metaphor.  

Note that I do not use the term ‘conceptual activation’ when referring to 

horizontal conceptual metaphors of emotional valence, because I have reserved this 

term for describing whether or not a linguistic metaphor is active at the conceptual 

level. Because the linguistic metaphors investigated here have the source domain 

VERTICAL SPACE rather than HORIZONTAL SPACE, any body-specific effects expressed in 

speakers’ gestures would seem to be unrelated to the linguistic metaphors 

themselves. The same is true of the sagittal metaphors discussed in section 4.3, and 

the size-based quantity metaphors discussed in section 4.4. 

 

4.3. Sagittal metaphors of emotional valence 

Other conceptual metaphors of emotional valence recruit the sagittal axis, where GOOD 

IS NEAR and BAD IS FAR. These sagittal associations are hypothesised to derive from 

the ‘approach-avoidance effect’, where +valence stimuli promote approach behaviour 

and -valence stimuli promote avoidance behaviour. A seminal study by Solarz (1960) 

demonstrating the approach-avoidance effect showed that participants were quicker 
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to pull cards with +valence meanings towards themselves (approach), and to push 

cards with -valence meanings away from themselves (avoid). In a more recent study 

conducted by Marmolejo-Ramos et al. (2017), participants were asked to place 

emotionally valenced words inside a three-dimensional cube. These participants 

tended to place +valence words near their body, and to place -valence words far away 

from their body. This basic effect has been replicated numerous times across many 

different experimental paradigms (e.g., Chen & Bargh, 1999; Centerbar & Clore, 2006; 

Saraiva et al., 2013).  

Evolutionary theorists have suggested that people tend to exhibit approach-

avoid behaviour because +valence acts a neural code for survival-enhancing stimuli, 

whereas -valence acts as a neural code for survival-threatening stimuli (e.g., 

Johnston, 2003; Phaf et al., 2014). By this logic, approaching +valence stimuli and 

avoiding -valence stimuli are behaviours that usually benefit survival. Supporting this 

interpretation, random computer simulations have shown that approach-avoidance 

tendencies emerge autonomously in people after several generations, indicating the 

survival value of these tendencies (den Dulk et al, 2003; Heerebout & Phaf, 2010a, 

2010b). 

By examining gestures accompanying -valence linguistic metaphors (‘low 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’) and +valence linguistic metaphors (‘high standards’, 

‘raise the standards’), it is possible to determine whether a sagittal conceptualisation 

of emotional valence is active in the minds of speakers who use these linguistic 

metaphors. If speakers conceptualise emotional valence in terms of GOOD IS NEAR and 

BAD IS FAR conceptual metaphors, we would expect them to gesture sagittally towards 

their body when using a +valence linguistic metaphor, and sagittally away from their 

body when using a -valence linguistic metaphor. Alternatively, if a speaker gestures 
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with an incompatible sagittal movement (e.g., gesturing away from their body when 

saying ‘high standards’), we might assume that a sagittal conceptualisation of 

emotional valence is not active in their mind. 

 

4.4. Size-based metaphors of quantity 

One final possibility is that speakers who use the vertical linguistic metaphors ‘low 

standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the standards’, which 

seem to refer primarily to emotional valence, are also thinking about quantity. This is 

because increases in quantity are frequently correlated with improving emotional 

valence; and conversely, decreases in quantity are frequently correlated with 

worsening emotional valence. This correlation is best illustrated by TV news reports, 

where financial gains are often depicted using a green, upwards-pointing arrow, 

whereas financial losses are often depicted using a red, downwards-facing arrow 

(Winter and Matlock, 2017: 112; see also Gibbs, 2011). The vertical directionality of 

these arrows aligns with the conceptual metaphors MORE IS UP and LESS IS DOWN, where 

quantity is conceptualised metaphorically using the vertical axis (e.g., Hartmann et al., 

2012; Winter & Matlock, 2013; see Winter et al., 2015 for a review). Furthermore, the 

presence of colour also lends the arrows an emotional valence component, with green 

signifying +valence and red signifying -valence (e.g., Moller et al., 2009). This 

correlation between quantity and emotional valence may trigger conceptualisations of 

quantity when speakers think about emotional valence, and vice versa.  

Because vertical conceptual metaphors of quantity (MORE IS UP and LESS IS 

DOWN) are consistent with vertical conceptual metaphors of emotional valence (GOOD 

IS UP and BAD IS DOWN), it is impossible to distinguish between gestures that use the 

vertical axis to depict either QUANTITY or EMOTIONAL VALENCE. To investigate 
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conceptualisations of quantity, therefore, we can examine the conceptual metaphors 

LESS IS SMALL and MORE IS BIG, which construe QUANTITY in terms of PHYSICAL SIZE. This 

conceptual metaphor is often expressed through linguistic metaphors where numbers 

are described as being, for instance, ‘tiny’ or ‘huge’. Evidence for a size-based 

conceptualisation of quantity comes from Henik and Tzelgov (1982), who found that 

participants were quicker to make judgments about relatively large numbers when 

these numbers were presented in a large font, and vice versa for relatively small 

numbers. In another study conducted by Andres et al. (2004), participants had to judge 

whether numbers were odd or even using either hand-opening or hand-closing 

movements. The authors reasoned that if numbers are conceptualised as either large 

or small physical objects, the imagined size of these numbers should change how 

participants imagine interacting with them; specifically, participants should prefer open 

hand shapes for larger numbers, and closed hand shapes for smaller numbers. This 

reasoning was confirmed by the results of the study, which showed that participants 

who made hand-closing movements were quicker to make judgments about smaller 

numbers, whereas participants who made hand-opening movements were quicker to 

make judgments about larger numbers. Similarly, in a qualitative analysis of gestures 

using the TV News Archive, Winter et al. (2014) found that speakers were more likely 

to gesture with a closed hand configuration when talking about smaller numbers, and 

with an open hand configuration when talking about larger numbers.  

In the current study, speakers using the -valence linguistic metaphors ‘low 

standards’ and ‘lower the standards’ might also be thinking about quantity, where LESS 

is conceptualised as SMALL. Furthermore, speakers using the +valence linguistic 

metaphors ‘high standards’ and ‘raise the standards’ might also be thinking about 

quantity, where MORE is conceptualised as BIG. If a size-based conceptualisation of 
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quantity is active in the mind of a speaker, we might expect them to gesture with a 

closed hand configuration when using the linguistic metaphors ‘low standards’ and 

‘lower the standards’, and with an open hand configuration when using the linguistic 

metaphors ‘high standards’ and ‘raise the standards’. If the speaker does not, they 

may not be thinking of quantity in terms of size, or they may not be thinking about 

quantity at all. By investigating this question, we can assess whether the qualitative 

analyses of Winter et al. (2014) hold up under the scrutiny of a large-scale quantitative 

analysis. 

 

*  *  * 

 

In this section, I have discussed vertical linguistic metaphors of emotional valence 

(‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’), and I 

have suggested a way of using gesture co-occurrence, gestural effort and gestural fit 

to determine whether these linguistic metaphors are conceptually active. Following 

this, I have explicated two other conceptual metaphors of emotional valence 

(horizontal, sagittal) and one size-based conceptual metaphor of quantity. I have then 

described methods of deciding whether these conceptual metaphors are active, 

broadly by looking at how speakers gesture. In the next section, I explore four factors 

that may or may not affect the conceptual activation of linguistic metaphors: emotional 

valence, word class, agency and animacy.  
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5. FACTORS AFFECTING CONCEPTUAL ACTIVATION 

The four linguistic metaphors investigated in this study (‘low standards’, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’) all express a metaphorical 

association between the target domain EMOTIONAL VALENCE and the source domain 

VERTICAL SPACE. Linguistically, however, they express this valence-space association 

in different ways. These linguistic differences may reflect conceptual differences (i.e., 

different mental imagery or mental simulations), and these conceptual differences may 

affect the likelihood of these linguistic metaphors being conceptually active (i.e., 

whether a metaphorical link is activated from VERTICAL SPACE to EMOTIONAL VALENCE). 

Furthermore, these linguistic metaphors are not usually produced in isolation; rather, 

they typically appear as constituent parts of whole clauses and sentences, which are 

strung together to express dynamic mental imagery or mental simulations taking place 

in speakers’ minds. A single linguistic metaphor is therefore not likely to express a 

single thought, divorced from context, but is more likely to express one composite 

element of a larger, imagined scene, or one scene in a series of imagined scenes. 

This means that language expressed externally to these linguistic metaphors 

themselves may reflect conceptual differences, which in turn may affect the likelihood 

of these linguistic metaphors being conceptually active. 

 One difference between the linguistic metaphors examined in this thesis is that 

‘low standards’ and ‘lower the standards’ represent the association BAD IS DOWN (-

valence), whereas ‘high standards’ and ‘raise the standards’ represent the association 

GOOD IS UP (+valence). Another difference between these linguistic metaphors is that 

‘low standards’ and ‘high standards’ describe vertical space using adjectives (‘low’, 

‘high’), whereas ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the standards’ describe vertical space 

using verbs (‘lower’, ‘raise’). In addition, when a speaker uses a metaphorical verb 
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(‘lower’, ‘raise’), they may or may not describe themselves as performing this action; 

in other words, they may or may not be the agent of this verb. Agency may be 

expressed externally to these linguistic metaphors, for instance with pronouns 

indicating that the speaker is the agent of the verb (e.g., ‘I’, ‘we’), or pronouns 

indicating that the speaker is not the agent of the verb (e.g., ‘you’, ‘she’, ‘he’). If the 

speaker is not the agent of the verb, the implied agent of the verb may either be 

animate (e.g., “They are almost lowering the standard”) or inanimate (e.g., “This bill 

raises the standard”). This animate-inanimate distinction refers to whether or not the 

agent described is alive, conscious and therefore capable of performing the action 

described.  

 Over the next four subsections, I describe these four factors (emotional 

valence, word class, agency, animacy) in more detail, and suggest how they might 

affect the conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor. I propose that we can use the 

three criteria of gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort to observe 

whether the conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor is affected by each of these 

four factors. 

 

5.1. Emotional valence: the negativity bias 

The linguistic metaphors ‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’ and 

‘raise the standards’ all express the same valence-space association. However, one 

difference between these linguistic metaphors is that ‘low standards’ and ‘lower the 

standards’ are -valence, whereas ‘high standards’ and ‘raise the standards’ are 

+valence. This difference in emotional valence may reflect conceptual differences. For 

instance, research suggests that humans are genetically hardwired to ascribe greater 

importance to negative over positive entities, which include events, objects and 
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personal traits (e.g., Bloom & Price, 1975; Kahneman et al., 1990; Kurzer et al., 2000). 

This has been called the ‘negativity bias’ (Rozin & Royzman, 2001; see also Jordan, 

1965; Peeters, 1971; Lewick et al., 1992). 

This proposed negativity bias has far-reaching implications for human 

judgments, behaviours and belief systems. For instance, it has been shown that 

people will demand much more money to sell an item they already own than they will 

pay to purchase the same item (Kahneman et al., 1990), indicating that people tend 

to overvalue losses in comparison to gains. Similarly, economic downturns in the run-

up to a presidential election can reduce the number of votes for the incumbent political 

party, whereas upturns have almost no effect (Bloom & Price, 1975), suggesting that 

downturns are more salient for voters than upturns. In the realm of morality, people 

judge a single murder to be so impermissible that the murderer would have to save 

the lives of around 25 people to be forgiven for their crime (Kurzer et al., 2000) This 

negativity bias can even penetrate through to our social belief systems; for example, 

in Hindu cultures it is believed that high-caste Hindus can be lowered in social status 

by eating food prepared by lower castes, whereas lower castes cannot be granted 

higher social status by eating food prepared by higher castes (Stevenson, 1954; Rosin 

& Royzman, 2001).  

In apparent opposition to this bias, it has been reported that +valence words 

are typically used more frequently than -valence words: the ‘Pollyanna hypothesis’ 

(Boucher & Osgood, 1969; see also Johnson et al., 1960; Unkelbach et al., 2010; 

Warriner & Kuperman, 2015). Taken in isolation, this token-based bias could be 

interpreted as showing that people are simply more likely to discuss their positive 

experiences than their negative ones. However, it has more recently been shown that 

languages generally contain more distinct +valence word types than -valence 
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(Kloumann et al., 2012), which can feasibly be explained as a communicative 

response to a wider range of +valence than -valence phenomena experienced by 

humanity overall (Gable et al., 2000; Rozin et al., 2010). Alternatively, if we do tend to 

talk about our positive experiences more often, we may have developed more fine-

grained distinctions to describe these experiences, resulting in the creation of more 

positive word types (Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005; Warriner & Kuperman, 2015).  

How can we reconcile the negativity bias and the Pollyanna principle? From an 

evolutionary standpoint, it makes sense that if positive phenomena are rarer than 

negative phenomena, it is adaptive to assume a positive state of affairs while being 

hyper-sensitive to the negative, which could represent danger to survival (Peeters, 

1971, 1989; Peeters & Czapinski, 1990; Lewick et al., 1992). This is reflected in 

language: -valence words are rarer and hence more marked than +valence words, 

which results in -valence words being remembered relatively more easily (Clark & 

Clark, 1977). In contrast, because +valence words are used more frequently, they are 

responded to and evaluated more quickly (Bargh et al., 1992; Unkelbach et al., 2010, 

Kuperman et al., 2014). All this points towards the conclusion that while +valence 

entities are processed with greater ease, -valence entities are more salient. This 

suggests that both the negativity bias and the Pollyanna principle are valid.  

How exactly might the negativity bias affect the conceptual activation of the 

linguistic metaphors in the current study? If we assign more importance to -valence 

entities than +valence entities, perhaps -valence linguistic metaphors (‘low standards’, 

‘lower the standards’) will be more conceptually active than +valence linguistic 

metaphors (‘high standards’, ‘raise the standards’). This is because more neural 

pathways and links between these pathways may become activated when thinking 

about -valence concepts compared to +valence concepts (e.g., Cameron, 1999; 
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Müller, 2008). If so, according to the criterion of gesture co-occurrence, speakers 

should be more likely to gesture (vs. not gesturing) when using -valence linguistic 

metaphors than +valence linguistic metaphors. Speakers should also be more likely 

to produce gestures that align with the meaning of the linguistic metaphor they are 

using when this linguistic metaphor is -valence rather than +valence (gestural fit). 

Finally, speakers should be more likely to produce two-handed (vs. one-handed) 

gestures when using -valence linguistic metaphors than +valence linguistic metaphors 

(gestural effort). 

We can tentatively explore the above prediction made in regard to gesture co-

occurrence by re-analysing data reported by Casasanto and Jasmin (2010), who 

looked specifically at gestures produced by four presidential candidates (Barack 

Obama, John McCain, John Kerry, George Bush) across -valence and +valence 

clauses. The authors here were investigating the body-specificity hypothesis rather 

than the negativity bias, so they did not perform this particular analysis themselves. 

This re-analysis shows that speakers did gesture more for -valence clauses: 65.5% 

(N = 449) of -valence clauses were accompanied by gestures, whereas 34.5% (N = 

237) were not. In contrast, 51.8% (N = 314) of +valence clauses were accompanied 

by gestures, whereas 48.2% (N = 292) were not. A simple Chi-squared test of 

independence shows that these results are incompatible with the null hypothesis of 

independence of clause valence (-valence vs. +valence) and gesture co-occurrence 

(gesture vs. no gesture) (2(1) = 24.185, p < 0.001, Cram�r’s V = 0.14). This suggests 

that -valence clauses are more conceptually active than +valence clauses. 

The current study extends the question of whether -valence clauses are more 

conceptually active than +valence clauses to a dataset comprising 268 unique 

speakers, looking specifically at linguistic metaphors. This study goes beyond gesture 
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co-occurrence and also uses the criteria of gestural fit and gestural effort, which the 

data collected by Casasanto and Jasmin (2010) did not afford the possibility of doing. 

 

5.2. Word class 

Another factor that may or may not affect the conceptual activation of linguistic 

metaphor is word class. This is one of the main categorisations made by formal 

linguists between lexemes in a language, where words are sorted into part-of-speech 

groups. The word classes of interest in this study are adjectives and verbs. The criteria 

commonly used to distinguish between these two categories include syntactic and 

distributional criteria (what position the word appears in), morphological criteria (what 

kinds of affix can modify the word), and semantic criteria (what the word means) 

(Givón, 2001; see also Baker & Croft, 2017). The current study uses semantic criteria 

to define word class, following Murphy’s (2010: 144) assertion that prototypical 

adjectives denote properties, whereas prototypical verbs denote physical actions (see 

also Givón, 2001; Langacker, 2008). Using these criteria, we can be fairly sure that 

when a speaker uses a prototypical verb, the analogue representation they are 

communicating primarily involves action. Likewise, when a speaker uses prototypical 

adjective, we can be fairly sure that the analogue representation they are 

communicating primarily involves the perception of physical properties.  

Verbs also tend to be used to describe more dynamic concepts than adjectives. 

For instance, theorists have observed that verbs are not time-stable in that they 

represent concepts that are temporary and so are liable to change, just as the verb 

‘singing’ is not expected to last forever (Givón, 2001: 141; see also Langacker, 2008: 

112). In contrast, adjectives vary with respect to their time-stability; some adjectives 

are relatively time-stable (e.g., ‘blue’) whereas others are relatively instable (e.g., 
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‘happy’) (Strik Lievers & Winter, 2018: 7-8). Empirical research on the topic of 

dynamicity was conducted by Strik Lievers and Winter (2018), who found that there 

are significantly more verbs in English used to describe sound than nouns or 

adjectives compared to other sensory modalities. This is pertinent because sound-

related concepts are inherently dynamic, usually involving motion unfolding over time; 

for example, a rock by itself does not make a noise until it is thrown (Strik Lievers & 

Winter, 2018: 9; see also O’Callaghan, 2009). In addition, sounds are ‘temporally 

composed’ (Matthen, 2010: 79-80) in that they comprise multiple pulses that combine 

in seemingly continuous streams of sound. On a deeper level, sound itself is vibration, 

which is phenomenologically experienced as movement (e.g., Pasnau, 2000; Matthen, 

2010; Kulvicki, 2015).  

Previous research has shown that speakers are more likely to gesture when 

describing motor rather than visual imagery (Feyereisen & Havard, 1999; Hostetter & 

Alibali, 2007). This may be because motor imagery triggers greater activation in the 

speaker’s mind, which then has a better chance of spreading from premotor to motor 

areas of their brain and resulting in a gesture. Because verbs are used more often to 

talk about actions and more dynamic concepts than adjectives, we might speculate 

that they are more likely to be connected to motor representations than adjectives. 

Thus, verbs may generally be more active than adjectives. If this is true, linguistic 

metaphors containing a metaphorical verb (e.g., ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the 

standards’) may be more conceptually active than linguistic metaphors containing a 

metaphorical adjective (e.g., ‘low standards’, ‘high standards’). According to gesture 

co-occurrence, then, speakers should be more likely to gesture (vs. not gesturing) 

when using a metaphorical verb than when using a metaphorical adjective. Speakers 

should also be more likely to produce gestures that align with the meaning of the 
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linguistic metaphor they are using when this linguistic metaphor contains a 

metaphorical verb than when it contains a metaphorical adjective (gestural fit). Finally, 

speakers should be more likely to produce two-handed (vs. one-handed) gestures 

when using a metaphorical verb than when using a metaphorical adjective (gestural 

effort). 

 

5.3. Agency 

A speaker might use a metaphorical verb (‘lower’, ‘raise’) to talk about an action 

performed by either themselves (speaker-agent) or someone else (other-agent). This 

might be reflected in the pronouns the speaker uses. If the verb is speaker-agent, the 

speaker might use a first-person pronoun such as ‘I’ or ‘we’ to indicate that they 

themselves performed the action. If the verb is other-agent, the speaker might use a 

second-person pronoun (‘you’) or a third-person pronoun (e.g., ‘she’, ‘he’, ‘they’) to 

indicate that someone or something else performed the action. The speaker might 

also use a proper noun, such as the name of a person or thing, to indicate that the 

verb is other-agent, and so on.  

A speaker’s use of speaker-agent or other-agent verbs may reflect or trigger 

mental simulations where a scene is imagined from a certain perspective (e.g., first-

person vs. third-person). Indeed, research has provided evidence for perspective-

taking in mental simulations: the so-called ‘immersed experiencer’ view (Zwaan, 

2004). For instance, Yaxley and Zwaan (2007) showed that participants who read 

sentences such as Through the fogged goggles, the skier could hardly identify the 

moose were subsequently quicker to respond to a blurred image of a moose than a 

high-resolution image (see also Horton & Rapp, 2003; Borghi et al., 2004). This result 

suggests that participants imagined the scene described by the sentence from the 
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perspective of the skier, whose goggles were fogged up and thus made the moose 

appear blurred. Furthermore, the use of personal pronouns has been shown to trigger 

perspective-taking in narrative comprehension: for example, Brunyé et al. (2009) 

found that speakers tended to adopt a first-person perspective in narratives where the 

pronouns ‘you’ and ‘I’ were used, and a third-person perspective when ‘he’ was used 

(see also Ditman et al., 2010). Finally, Winter & Bergen (2012) found that participants 

were quicker to judge whether a pictured object was mentioned in a preceding 

sentence when the size of the object matched the distance implied by the sentence, 

with ‘far’ sentences facilitating responses to small objects, and ‘near’ sentences 

facilitating responses to large objects.  

From this, we might predict that if a speaker uses a speaker-agent verb, they 

will probably imagine performing this verb from a first-person perspective. By 

definition, imagining one’s own body performing an action involves motor 

representations, which may be more likely to activate more neural pathways and links 

between these pathways (e.g., Cameron, 1999; Müller, 2008) than visual 

representations. Conversely, if a speaker uses an other-agent verb, they may be less 

likely to imagine performing this action from a first-person perspective. Instead, the 

speaker might simulate the experience of watching someone or something else 

performing the action from a third-person perspective, which would primarily involve 

visual rather than motor imagery (Hostetter & Alibali, 2008: 504). Visual imagery, 

compared to motor imagery, may result in lower levels of activation. Thus, it is possible 

that linguistic metaphors containing a speaker-agent verb will be more conceptually 

active than linguistic metaphors containing an other-agent verb. If so, speakers using 

a speaker-agent verb should be more likely to gesture (gesture co-occurrence), to 

gesture in line with the metaphorical meaning of the linguistic metaphor they are using 
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(gestural fit), and to gesture with both hands (gestural effort) than speakers using an 

other-agent verb.  

 

5.4. Animacy 

Even where the metaphorical verbs ‘lower’ and ‘raise’ are other-agent, there are 

potential differences in the types of other-agents that are described as performing 

these verbs. Namely, these other-agents may be either animate or inanimate, and this 

may affect the conceptual activation of the linguistic metaphors ‘lower the standards’ 

and ‘raise the standards’. The distinction between animate and inanimate other-agents 

corresponds to whether or not this other-agent is alive, conscious and capable of 

acting.  

An obvious example of an animate agent would be a human; humans seem to 

move and act of their own volition, and because of this, it is relatively easy to put 

oneself in a human’s shoes and imagine performing their actions. In contrast, 

inanimate actors are sometimes described as being the agent of verbs. For example, 

a speaker might remark, ‘The book brings postcolonial Hong Kong to life’, where the 

inanimate object ‘book’ is described as being the agent of the verb ‘brings’. How does 

one imagine acting from a book’s-eye perspective? The difficulty of doing this may 

force speakers into taking a third-person perspective on the imagined scene, rather 

than a first-person one. Crucially, third-person perspective mental imagery or mental 

simulations are less likely to be motoric and more likely to be visual than their first-

person perspective counterparts. As we have seen, motor imagery is likely to cause 

higher levels of activation than visual imagery. Thus, it is possible that linguistic 

metaphors containing a verb (‘lower’, ‘raise’) that is described as being performed by 

an animate other-agent will be more conceptually active than linguistic metaphors 
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containing a verb that is described as being performed by an inanimate other-agent. 

If so, speakers talking about an animate other-agent should be more likely to gesture 

(gesture co-occurrence), to gesture in line with the metaphorical meaning of the 

linguistic metaphor (gestural fit), and to gesture with both hands (gestural effort) than 

speakers talking about an inanimate other-agent. 

 

*  *  * 

 

In this section, I have suggested four factors that may affect the conceptual activation 

of linguistic metaphors: emotional valence, word class, agency, animacy. This resulted 

in the following four hypotheses: 

1. Emotional valence (the negativity bias): are -valence linguistic metaphors more 

conceptually active than +valence linguistic metaphors? 

2. Word class: are linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical verbs more 

conceptually active than linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical 

adjectives? 

3. Agency: are linguistic metaphors containing speaker-agent metaphorical verbs 

more conceptually active than linguistic metaphors containing other-agent 

metaphorical verbs? 

4. Animacy: are linguistic metaphors with animate other-agents more conceptually 

active than linguistic metaphors with inanimate other-agent? 

In the next section, I explore one final factor that might affect the quality of 

speakers’ gestures: ‘articulatory plurality’. This is a phenomenon that has been 
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reported in sign languages, and I investigate whether it might also apply to co-speech 

gestures produced alongside vertical linguistic metaphors of emotional valence. 
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6. ARTICULATORY PLURALITY 

One final issue that can be explored by analysing speakers’ gestures is ‘articulatory 

plurality’ (Börstell et al., 2016c). This term refers to the use of plural articulators (e.g., 

more than one hand or finger) in sign languages to depict lexically plural words, such 

as those referring to groups containing multiple members (e.g., ‘army’, ‘gloves’) (e.g., 

Acquaviva, 2008, 2016; Wisniewski, 2010; Mihatsch, 2016). These plural signs include 

both-handed signs, and one-handed signs where multiple fingers are used in a 

meaningful way (e.g., performing a cutting motion with two fingers to depict the 

lexically plural word ‘scissors’). These plural signs are thought to express the 

conceptual metaphor MORE OF FORM IS MORE OF CONTENT (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980: 

127). In this way, articulatory plurality resembles processes used to depict plural 

concepts in spoken languages, such as reduplication and vowel lengthening 

(Dingemanse et al., 2015). In empirical investigations of articulatory plurality, 

researchers have shown that signers generally prefer both-handed signs for lexically 

plural concepts (Börstell et al., 2016c; Lepic et al., 2016), a trend that holds up for 

120,000 sign videos across 31 different sign languages (Östling et al., 2018).1  

 Because sign language and gestures are both produced manually, they share 

certain characteristics. For instance, the manual modality facilitates imagistic 

depictions of referents that is more difficult in spoken language, which may influence 

the production of both signs and gestures towards iconic, visual depictions (Klima & 

Bellugi, 1979; Taub, 2001; Poggi, 2008; Streeck, 2008). As a result of these 

similarities, research has begun to bridge the gap between sign languages and co-

                                                
1 Overall, the distribution of one- and both-handed sign types across languages is 

roughly 50/50 (B�rstell et al., 2016; Crasborn & S�f�r, 2016). 
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speech gestures by investigating silent gestures produced by hearing non-signers 

without accompanying speech (e.g., Goldin-Meadow et al., 1996; Padden et al., 2013; 

Padden et al., 2015). In one such study, Börstell and Lepic (under review) found that 

silent gesturers tended to favour the use of both-handed signs to represent lexical 

plurals. This result suggests that, similarly to signers, silent gesturers also adhere to 

the principle of articulatory plurality; even though silent gesturers do not have a 

conventionalised inventory of lexical items to draw from, unlike signers. However, 

silent gestures arguably have more in common with sign languages than co-speech 

gestures; for instance, silent gesturers can only express meaning manually, whereas 

co-speech gesturers can also express meaning through language. Therefore, it is not 

clear whether or not speakers producing co-speech gestures generally adhere to the 

principle of articulatory economy. 

The current study aims to illuminate this issue by comparing one-handed and 

both-handed co-speech gestures produced by speakers using the linguistic metaphors 

‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the standards’. A 

distinction can be made between linguistic metaphors with a singular noun (‘standard’) 

and linguistic metaphors with a plural noun (‘standards’) (see section 7.2 for variants 

of the linguistic metaphors included in this study). If speakers are more likely to 

produce one-handed gestures when they use singular linguistic metaphors, and both-

handed gestures when they use plural linguistic metaphors, this would suggest that 

articulatory plurality extends to co-speech gestures. If no correlation between the 

number of hands used to gesture and the singular/plural distinction can be observed, 

this would suggest that articulatory plurality does not extend to co-speech gestures. 
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*  *  * 

 

In this section, I have discussed the concept of articulatory plurality reported in sign 

languages, and I have suggested a method of determining whether this phenomenon 

extends to co-speech gestures. 

Over the next five sections, I describe the main study that is the focus of this 

paper, discussing how I used the TV News Archive to conduct a large-scale, 

quantitative analysis of gestures produced by speakers using vertical linguistic 

metaphors of emotional valence (‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the 

standards’, ‘raise the standards’). I explain how I used the TV News Archive to assess 

whether: 

1. These linguistic metaphors are conceptually active, and to what degree, using 

the criteria of gesture co-occurrence, gestural effort and gestural fit 

2. Horizontal and sagittal conceptual metaphors of emotional valence, and size-

based conceptual metaphors of quantity, are active when speakers use these 

linguistic metaphors 

3. Emotional valence (the negativity bias), word class, agency and animacy affect 

the conceptual activation of these linguistic metaphors 

4. Articulatory plurality extends to gestures produced by speakers when they use 

these linguistic metaphors 

The next section details the methodology used to investigate these questions. 
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7. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, I first justify my choice to use the TV News Archive as the basis of my 

corpus, and discuss the archive’s advantages as well as its limitations. I also explain 

my chosen sample size. Second, I explain the reasoning behind the search terms used 

in the study. Third, I detail the coding procedure used for gesture analysis. Finally, I 

cite the tools used for all statistical analyses and provide information regarding ethical 

approval. 

  

7.1. Corpus 

A corpus of videos was assembled from the TV News Archive 

(https://archive.org/details/tv), a huge online database curated by the Internet Archive 

that, at the time of writing, contains over 1.6 million videos recorded between 2009 

and 2018. These videos are predominantly from US networks, but also span the BBC, 

Al Jazeera and other non-US broadcasters. Speakers in the corpus include high-

profile political figures such as Barack Obama and Steve King, news presenters such 

as Megyn Kelly and Laura Ingraham, lesser-known talk show panellists and lay 

interviewees. These speakers discuss a range of topics, such as women in the military, 

the law of probable cause and the United States 2016 presidential election.  

The TV News Archive is completely open access, which makes it attractive as 

a means of easily accessing, collecting and sharing data. The size of the archive 

furthermore allows large amounts of data to be collected, more than would usually be 

feasible in an experimental setting. Large sample sizes then lend themselves to being 

quantitatively analysed, an approach relatively underutilised in gesture research up to 

https://archive.org/details/tv
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this point (e.g., Lanwer, 2017; Zima, 2017a; Hinnell, in preparation), without sacrificing 

statistical power.  

While the TV News Archive does have precedent in gesture research (Winter 

et al., 2013), in my opinion it is underutilised as a resource. In addition to the reasons 

previously cited, I believe that the archive can be useful to gesture researchers for two 

reasons. First, all videos in the archive are closed captioned, which allows researchers 

to search for specific phrases to see how speakers gesture when they use these 

phrases. Second, speakers in the archive are presumably unaware that their gestures 

are being analysed, which means that they should gesture naturally. As a caveat, the 

fact that most videos in the archive are news broadcasts does introduce a degree of 

unnaturalness into the data due to the performative nature of the news genre; indeed, 

some speakers are even likely to have received speech and body language training. 

Nevertheless, it seems probable that these speakers will be paying more attention to 

their language than to their gestures, especially because gestures are usually 

produced unconsciously (e.g., De Ruiter, 2007: 21; McNeill, 1992; Goldin-Meadow et 

al., 1993; Beattie, 2003), whereas language production tends to be more controlled. 

The TV News Archive does have its limitations, however. For instance, despite 

the generally high accuracy of the archive’s closed captioning system, there are 

instances where it will misinterpret a speaker. As a consequence, searches often 

return a small number of videos where the relevant phrase does not appear. The 

archive also contains videos where the speaker is not visible, where their hands are 

not visible, or where their hands are occupied (e.g., holding an object or engaged in 

some other task, such as shuffling papers). Inevitably, these videos have to be 

excluded from the dataset. I have mitigated against this issue of data exclusion in the 

current study by taking a large enough sample (1600 videos) of videos that the number 
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of analysable videos should remain large even if reduced by the above factors. 

Another limitation of the archive is that it does not allow the grammar of a search term 

to be specified; so, for instance, searching for the phrase ‘lower standards’ returns 

some results where ‘lower’ is an adjective and others where it is a verb. I have tried to 

circumvent this issue in the current study by carefully selecting search terms 

containing words that are usually restricted to a single word class. I explicate this 

methodological choice and more in the following subsection.  

 

7.2. Search terms 

A draft of linguistic metaphors that metaphorically construe emotional valence in terms 

of vertical space was first compiled and preliminarily explored in the TV News Archive. 

Candidates included ‘cheer up’, ‘mood lift’, ‘feeling down’, and ‘lowering expectations’. 

Searches that returned fewer than 400 results were discarded, as it was thought that 

this was not enough videos for analysis. Moreover, linguistic metaphors that were only 

infrequently accompanied by gestures were also discarded, because it was thought 

that it would be difficult to uncover differences in conceptual activation between 

linguistic metaphors by examining speakers’ gestures if there were hardly any 

gestures in the dataset to begin with. A high rate of gesture co-occurrence was 

therefore expected. 

The final search terms chosen were ‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the 

standards’ and ‘raise the standards’. These four terms were selected to include two -

valence terms (‘low standards’, ‘lower the standards’) and two +valence terms (‘high 

standards’, ‘raise the standards’). These terms were also chosen to include two terms 

where vertical space was encoded in an adjective (‘low standards’, ‘high standards), 

and two terms where vertical space was encoded in a verb (‘lower the standards’, 
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‘raise the standards’). For the terms ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the standards’, 

the choice to include the determiner ‘the’ was made to avoid instances where ‘lower’ 

was used as an adjective rather than a verb (e.g., ‘We don’t want lower standards’). 

This determiner was also included in ‘raise the standards’ to make this term 

symmetrical with ‘lower the standards’. With this exception, the search terms differed 

only in the word used to encode vertical space.  

These linguistic metaphors were also chosen to describe a topic that does not 

necessarily involve the use of two hands. This is important because both-handedness 

of gesture can only be a measure of gestural effort if the topic itself does not involve 

the use of both hands. For instance, the verb ‘push’ can be used metaphorically to 

describe the use of coercion (e.g., ‘She pushed him into applying for the job’). Because 

the act of pushing tends to involve the use of both hands, this may cause a speaker 

to produce a both-handed gesture alongside this linguistic metaphor. In contrast, the 

search terms ‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the 

standards’ do not connote either one-handedness or both-handedness. This removes 

the potentially confounding factor of topic from analyses of gestural effort here. 

Finally, these linguistic metaphors were chosen specifically to be conventional 

and transparent. They are conventional in that they are not novel, which is attested by 

the fact that each term occurs a minimum of 1,000 times overall in the TV News 

Archive. They are transparent in that the metaphorical meanings of the linguistic 

metaphors are encoded in words that conventionally refer to vertical position (‘low’, 

‘high’) and movement through vertical space (‘lower’, ‘raise’). No additional 

etymological knowledge is needed to understand these metaphorical meanings. 

Conventionalisation is crucial because it means that each search term will be used by 

a large number of different speakers, a prerequisite for a large-scale, quantitative 
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corpus analysis. Transparency is important because opaque linguistic metaphors are 

extremely unlikely to be conceptually active, which would make any comparison of 

conceptual activation based on emotional valence, word class, agency or animacy 

uninstructive.  

Using R (R Core Team, 2017), 400 videos per search term were randomly 

selected from the TV News Archive and exported into a spreadsheet for further 

analysis. Each video was approximately 1 minute long.  

 

7.3. Coding 

The coding scheme was devised with the aim that the procedure should be as 

objective as possible. While true objectivity is impossible when manually coding data, 

aiming towards this ideal meant not coding gestures as either iconic/metaphoric or 

beat gestures in the first instance. This is because the distinction between 

iconic/metaphoric and beat gestures derives from whether or not a gesture is 

meaningful, and this decision cannot be arrived at objectively by the coder. While this 

iconic/metaphoric-beat distinction was not used to code the data, in the general 

discussion (section 10) I appeal to this distinction to offer tentative explanations for the 

study’s results. To further enhance objectivity, all coding decisions were based on 

directly observable qualities of the data, such as whether or not the speaker moved 

their hands upwards, or whether or not their hands were open or closed. For all these 

decisions there were occasional instances where a movement or hand configuration 

(etc.) was unclear, and so required discretion to decide between possible 

interpretations. Such decisions were impossible to avoid, and so were thought to 

involve an acceptable level of subjectivity. The following is a step-by-step explanation 

of the coding scheme. 
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 7.3.1. Does the video contain the relevant linguistic metaphor? 

It was first coded whether or not each video contained the relevant linguistic metaphor 

(‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’). Videos 

that did not were excluded from further analyses. Search crawls for all linguistic 

metaphors included both singular and plural versions of the noun ‘standard/s’. Search 

crawls for ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the standards’ also included the variants 

‘lowers/raises’, ‘lowering/raising’ and ‘lowered/raised’. The noun in each linguistic 

metaphor was allowed to be modified by a single word (e.g., ‘raising the education 

standards’). There were instances in the dataset where the linguistic metaphors ‘low 

standards’ or ‘high standards’ appeared but not as part of a noun phrase; for instance, 

if a speaker questioned ‘how low standards will fall’. These videos were deemed not 

to contain the relevant linguistic metaphor. Videos where a verb could be construed 

as functioning as a gerund (e.g., ‘The idea of lowering the standard’), which according 

to distributional criteria would be classified as a noun, were treated as verbs, the 

reason being that these gerunds still encode action-oriented information. This followed 

from the study’s adoption of a semantic approach to categorising parts of speech (see 

section 2.5.1). 

 

7.3.2. Is the speaker visible? 

Of the videos that did contain the relevant linguistic metaphor, it was coded whether 

the speaker who uttered the linguistic metaphor was visible or not. Videos where the 

speaker was not visible were excluded from further analyses. If more than one speaker 

in the video uttered the linguistic metaphor, the first speaker’s utterance was analysed. 

Moreover, if the relevant speaker used the linguistic metaphor more than once, their 

first use was analysed. Instances where the speaker was onscreen but their face was 
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not visible were excluded, due to this situation most commonly arising when the 

speaker was far away or facing away from the camera, making it difficult to discern 

their gestures. For the sake of having operational criteria for making decisions about 

borderline examples, speakers were coded as being visible if their nose, mouth and 

at least one eye were onscreen for the entirety of the linguistic metaphor. Videos 

whose audio and visual elements were significantly out of sync, or where the speaker’s 

speech was translated into English via voiceover, were excluded. 

 

7.3.3. Are the speaker’s hands visible? 

The remaining videos were then coded for whether the speaker’s hands were visible, 

both or individually. Coding here initially used strict criteria where, if the speaker’s 

hands were obscured at all during the relevant linguistic metaphor, their hands were 

coded as not being visible. This was to avoid any gestures being ambiguous, which 

would introduce more subjectivity into further analyses of these gestures.  

However, a problem here was that overlaid screen graphics (e.g., displaying a 

speaker’s name) are commonly used in news broadcasts, and speakers in these 

broadcasts are often only shown from the shoulders up. Because of this, speakers’ 

hands were not visible for the entirety of the relevant linguistic metaphor in many 

videos, leading to the exclusion of a large portion of the dataset. As a consequence of 

this, generous criteria were introduced where speakers’ hands were coded as being 

visible if they were visible enough to discern the speaker’s gestures during the relevant 

linguistic metaphor. This is ultimately the criteria that was used in the final analyses to 

avoid excluding any more data than was necessary from the corpus. 
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7.3.4. Are the speaker’s hands free to gesture? 

Videos where the speaker’s hands were visible were then coded for whether or not 

their hands were free to gesture during their use of the relevant linguistic metaphor. If 

the speaker’s hands were holding an object that restricted gesture movement, such 

as a microphone or a book, their hands were coded as not being free. Smaller, less 

restrictive items such as pens were allowed. If the speaker’s arms were crossed, or 

their hands clasped, again their hands were coded as not being free. The speaker’s 

hands were also coded as not being free if they were engaged in some other task 

(e.g., shuffling papers).  

There were some instances where a speaker’s hands were initially occupied, 

but where they freed their hands to gesture later on in the video. This freeing of the 

hands would seem to indicate a strong compulsion to gesture, which would cause the 

speaker to stop what they are doing and/or set down the object they were holding. 

This compulsion to gesture could perhaps be correlated with high levels of conceptual 

activation. However, freeing of the hands can only be an indicator of conceptual 

activation where it is deliberate; alternatively, the speaker might have simply finished 

the task they were using their hands for, or they might have finished with the object 

they were holding. Deliberateness is impossible to determine objectively, so this 

question was avoided in the current study. 

Furthermore, the speaker’s hands were initially coded as not being free if they 

were in a position where, although technically free, it was thought that increased 

conceptual activation would be required to surpass the speaker’s gesture threshold 

(see Hostetter & Alibali, 2007). In other words, although these speakers could 

theoretically still gesture, they might be less likely to because their hands were in a 

position where gesturing would take more effort than usual. Examples of this would 
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be if the speaker’s hands were placed flat on a table or gripping the edge of a podium. 

Generous scoring criteria categorising these examples as free were later introduced, 

which were given preference in the final analyses to avoid unnecessarily excluding 

videos from the dataset. This was important given the large number of videos that had 

to be excluded based on the study’s coding criteria (see section 8).  

 

7.3.5. Negation and plurality 

All videos were then coded for whether or not the relevant linguistic metaphor they 

contained was negated (e.g., ‘there is not a high standard’, or ‘we are not raising the 

standards’). Videos were coded as being negated only if the relevant linguistic 

metaphor was explicitly negated with the adverb ‘not’. For linguistic metaphors 

containing a metaphorical verb, instances where the preceding verb in the verb phrase 

was negated rather than the relevant linguistic metaphor itself (e.g., ‘We are not trying 

to lower the standards’) were not coded as being negated. Negated linguistic 

metaphors were excluded from the final analyses because, for instance, a speaker 

using negation to deny the existence of a ‘low standard’ may not be thinking about a 

‘low standard’ at all.  

It was then determined whether speakers used the singular noun ‘standard’, or 

the plural noun ‘standards’. This was important for the purpose of investigating 

articulatory plurality. 

 

7.3.6. What is the speaker’s name? 

For those videos that were analysable from a gesture perspective, speakers’ names 

were recorded. This information was either provided in the video itself or was obtained 

via the internet, although in some instances speakers could not be identified. Having 
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this information made it possible to run additional analyses to control for speakers who 

appeared in multiple videos (see section 8.3 for qualitative examples). This also meant 

that duplicated videos in the dataset could be more easily identified and excluded. 

Only the first video of a duplicated series in the dataset was included in the final 

analyses. 

 

7.3.7. Does the speaker gesture? 

Next, it was coded whether the speaker’s hands (either or both) were moving at the 

same time as uttering the relevant linguistic metaphor. The main criterion here was 

that the stroke of the gesture had to coincide with the relevant linguistic metaphor 

being uttered. Instances where the only movement was the speaker’s hands returning 

to rest position after gesturing or performing some other task (e.g., shuffling papers) 

were coded as not moving.  

 For videos where there was no movement, it was coded whether or not the 

speaker gestured at all elsewhere in the video. This was to gauge whether or not the 

speaker was prone to gesturing generally; if not, their lack of gesturing during the 

relevant linguistic metaphor might say less about the conceptual activation of the 

linguistic metaphor itself and more about the speaker’s individual propensity to 

gesture. Based on Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) GSA framework, it might suggest that 

the speaker simply has an unusually high gesture threshold and thus constitutes an 

outlier in the dataset. Videos where the speaker did not gesture at all over the course 

of the video were not included in the final analyses (see section 8). In addition, note 

that this stage of coding concerned the movement of hands visible at the time of the 

relevant linguistic metaphor being uttered only; if a speaker’s hand became visible at 

some other point in the video, this hand was discounted from analysis.  
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7.3.8. What kind of gesture? 

For videos where the speaker’s hands were moving, it was coded which hand (or both) 

was moving. The configuration of this gesturing hand was then coded. This referred 

to whether the gesturing hand was held open and flat, or closed, with the speaker’s 

fingers curled towards their palm. Pointing gestures, where the speaker’s index finger 

was extended but all other fingers were curled in towards their palm, were coded as 

closed. A new category of hand configuration was also introduced for gestures midway 

between open and closed configurations, where the speaker’s fingers were bent 

perpendicularly to their palm (see section 8.1 for qualitative examples). This category 

was introduced based on the frequent occurrence of this type of gesture in the corpus. 

For open and perpendicular configurations, it was coded whether the speaker’s palm 

was facing upwards, downwards, inwards (towards the centre of their body), 

backwards (towards their body) or frontwards (away from their body). Following this, 

gestural movements along the vertical, horizontal and sagittal axes were coded. This 

included sequential movements along the same axis or different axes, as well as the 

use of different axes simultaneously (e.g., diagonally-moving gestures) (see Walker & 

Cooperrider, 2016).  

 

7.4. Analysis 

All data was analysed with statistical programming software R, version 3.4.3. (R Core 

Team, 2017), within the integrated development environment RStudio, version 

1.1.423. (RStudio Team, 2016). The packages ‘tidyverse’, version 1.2.1 (Wickham, 

2017), and ‘tidyr’, version 0.8.1 (Wickham & Henry, 2018), were used for data 

processing and visualisation. The packages ‘lme4’ (Bates et al., 2015) and ‘effects’ 

(Fox, 2003; Fox & Hong, 2009) were used respectively for fitting and plotting logistic 
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regression models. The package ‘dplyr’, version 0.7.5 (Wickham et al., 2018), was 

used for writing for loops. ‘Publish’, version 2018.04.17 (Gerds & Ozenne, 2018), was 

used for creating 2x2 contingency tables with manually-inputted values. Finally, ‘lsr’, 

version 0.5 (Navarro, 2015), was used for calculating Cram�r’s V (effect-size test used 

in section 5.1).  

All analysis and code are made available under the following Open Science 

Framework repository: https://osf.io/3mpc7/  

 

7.5. Ethics 

This study was approved by the University of Birmingham (ERN_18-1199) and was 

conducted in accordance with their guidelines.  

 

*  *  * 

 

In this section, I have explained the methodology used to investigate the main 

research questions in this paper, which were summarised at the end of section 6. Over 

the next two sections, I take a look at the corpus data itself, first qualitatively (section 

8) and then quantitatively (section 9). Although the quantitative results are the focus 

of this paper, a preliminary qualitative exploration of videos in the corpus should be 

useful to give the reader an overview of the data analysed quantitatively in section 9 

 

 

 

.  

https://osf.io/3mpc7/
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8. QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION OF THE DATA 

In this section, I give an exposition of the types of gestures in the dataset. This is done 

to contextualise the quantitative results discussed in section 9 and make the different 

coding decisions discussed in section 7 clearer and less abstract. I also take this 

opportunity to highlight elements of the data that are not discussed quantitatively in 

this paper, but which may be worthy of further quantitative research. I present three 

examples of gestures accompanying each linguistic metaphor (‘low standards’, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’) and interpret these gestures 

qualitatively, making suggestions as to their possible metaphorical meanings. I also 

highlight methodological issues that arose when analysing these videos quantitatively, 

which I hope will give some insight into the process of working with the TV News 

Archive.  

I present these qualitative examples in the form of annotated screenshots which 

depict the salient elements of each gesture. These annotations are already partial, 

subjective interpretations of the data in that they constrain which parts of the gesture 

are shown and make a judgment about the main direction of the gesture (etc.) (see 

Cienki & Müller, 2008: 496-7). For this reason, I encourage the reader to watch the 

videos themselves, which are available under the following Open Science Repository: 

https://osf.io/3mpc7/.  

Before I do this, however, it is worth addressing corpus size, which is an 

important point to consider for any researchers hoping to work with the TV News 

Archive in the future. As mentioned already, the total corpus size chosen was 1600 

videos, a large sample selected based on my past experience with the archive, which 

predicted that a large proportion of these videos would have to be excluded on the 

basis of, for instance, the relevant linguistic metaphor not appearing, or the speaker 

https://osf.io/3mpc7/
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who uttered the linguistic metaphor not being visible. As Figure 1 demonstrates, once 

all the relevant exclusion criteria are applied, we are left with a much smaller sample: 

387 videos, just below a quarter of what we started with.  

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1: Number of videos at each level of coding process based on study’s 

exclusion criteria; total corpus size was 1600, but total number of analysable 

videos was 387; Gesture Propensity refers to whether or not the speaker 

gestured at all over course of video  

 
 

I now discuss the qualitative examples from this 387-video sample, beginning 

with ‘low standards’. In each of the figures below, bold italics indicate speech co-

occurring with the stroke of the depicted gesture.  
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8.1. ‘Low standards’ 

In Figure 2, we see Fox News legal analyst Lis Wiehl gesturing downwards with her 

right hand as she says “very low standard”. The stroke of Wiehl’s gesture begins 

roughly at chin-level and ends in line with her chest. This downwards movement could 

interpreted as representing the “low standard” mentioned in her speech as moving 

downwards through space. Wiehl’s fingers are bent perpendicularly to her palm 

throughout this downwards movement, extending horizontally outwards as if depicting 

the abstract “standard” as a flat level or surface. As previously mentioned, this 

perpendicular hand configuration was introduced as a new category of analysis due 

to its frequent occurrence in the data. Wiehl’s gesture also partly coincides with the 

intensifying adverb “very”, which precedes the linguistic metaphor “low standards”. 

This intensifier serves to increase the degree of ‘lowness’ expressed by this linguistic 

metaphor (e.g., König, 1991; Méndez-Naya, 2008), which may increase the likelihood 

of this linguistic metaphor being conceptually active. Whether or not intensifiers affect 

conceptual activation is a question for future research. 

 

 
Figure 2: Lis Wiehl gesturing while saying, “It’s a very low standard, Greg, as you 

know”.  
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Figure 3 sees former US president Barack Obama use a similar perpendicular 

gesture to Lis Wiehl while saying “rather than a low standard”. Unlike Wiehl, who uses 

her right hand to gesture, Obama uses his left hand. Obama’s gesture begins at nose-

level and descends to a position in line with his chest. The key difference between 

Wiehl and Obama in these examples is that, unlike Wiehl, Obama expresses a 

contrast between the linguistic metaphors “high standards” and “low standards” in his 

speech. This contrast is also reflected in Obama’s gestures, with his left hand first 

occupying a relatively high position in vertical space to represent the “high standard”, 

before moving downwards to a lower position to represent the “low standard”. There 

is also a clear sagittal, frontwards-moving movement towards the end of this gesture, 

which seems to depict the “standard” as a flat, physical level. Alternatively, this 

combined vertical-sagittal movement could be said to align with both BAD IS DOWN and 

BAD IS FAR conceptual metaphors, which could point to a conceptual co-activation of 

the vertical and sagittal axes (see Walker & Cooperrider, 2016). Moreover, Müller 

(2008: 202-3) claims that the verbal elaboration of a linguistic metaphor, as evidenced 

in the contrast between “low standards” and “high standard” in this example, can be 

seen as an indicator of conceptual activation. The deliberate contrasting of opposite 

concepts, such as “low” and “high”, is also argued by Hostetter and Alibali to predict a 

high gesture co-occurrence rate relative to non-contrasted examples (2008: 504-5; 

see also McNeill, 2005).  
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Figure 3: Barack Obama gesturing while saying, “It’s at a high standard rather than 

a low standard”.  

 

  
Figure 4: Barack Obama gesturing while saying, “In others, they’re pretty low 

standards”.  

 
Another example from Barack Obama is shown in Figure 4, where he gestures 

while saying “pretty low standards”. Unlike Figure 3, there is no explicit reference here 

to a “high standard” to contrast with “low standards”, but Obama nevertheless seems 

to express this comparison through his gestures. He does this by using a similar 

perpendicular hand configuration to that which we have seen in Figures 2 and 3, 

positioning his left hand relatively high in vertical space (nose-level), and his right hand 

lower (chest-level). Here, Obama’s left hand seems to represent the unspoken ‘high 

standard’, while his right hand seems to represent the “low standards” expressed in 

his speech. When Obama actually utters the linguistic metaphor “low standards”, he 
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oscillates his right hand up and down to increase the salience of this part of his gesture. 

It should furthermore be noted here that, because in this example Obama’s left hand 

is actually static when he uses the linguistic metaphor “low standards”, only his right-

hand movement was coded as a gesture. 

 

8.2. ‘High standards’ 

Figure 5 shows a gesture performed by Stephen Kinzer, former foreign correspondent 

at the New York Times. In this example, Kinzer gestures upwards from chest-level to 

eye-level with both his hands, his fingers bent perpendicularly to his palm. This 

perpendicular hand configuration strongly resembles the hand configuration of the 

gestures we saw performed by Lis Wiehl and Barack Obama in Figures 2-4. The 

upwards movement of Kinzer’s gesture could be interpreted as depicting the “high” 

vertical position referenced in his speech. In this example, Kinzer actually gestures 

while saying “maintained Britain”, and does not move his hands while using the 

linguistic metaphor “high standard” itself. Hence, although subjectively it may seem 

clear that Kinzer’s prior gesture is connected semantically to the linguistic metaphor 

“high standards”, the fact that this linguistic metaphor and the aforementioned gesture 

did not co-occur meant that this instance was not coded as a gesture. This type of 

coding decision may have been especially problematic for the metaphorical adjectives 

in the dataset (‘low standards’, ‘high standards’), because these linguistic metaphors 

do not explicitly encode movement, only vertical position. I discuss this issue in more 

detail in section 10.2.2.  
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Figure 5: Stephen Kinzer gesturing while saying, “It was that oil that maintained 

Britain at a high standard of living”.  

 
In Figure 6, we see another perpendicular gesture, this time performed by Jack 

Lew, who was United States Secretary of the Treasury at the time of this video’s 

recording. Lew performs this perpendicular gesture with his right hand while using the 

linguistic metaphor “high standards”. The movement of Lew’s gesture is relatively 

subtle, his hands rising only slightly from torso-level to chest-level. I have suggested 

already that the extent to which the gesturing hands move can arguably be seen as 

an indicator of gestural effort. If so, Lew’s gesture here could be seen as less effortful, 

and therefore point towards a lower level of conceptual activation, than the gestures 

we have seen so far in Figures 2-5. The extent of gestural movement, however, is 

much more difficult to quantify objectively than the number of hands used to gesture 

(one vs. both), which was the sole criterion used to measure gestural effort in the 

present study. On a methodological note, there is an overlaid screen graphic in this 

example which partly obscures Lew’s gesture, but the movement direction and hand 

configuration of this gesture is arguably still clear enough to analyse without sacrificing 

objectivity. It is for this reason that I made the choice to employ generous scoring 

criteria when coding whether speakers’ hands were visible or not. To use stricter 

criteria would mean unnecessarily excluding many videos containing slightly obscured 
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yet sufficiently clear gestures, further restricting the study’s already-reduced sample 

size and therefore its statistical power. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Jack Lew gesturing while saying, “To raise the quality of trade agreements, 

and to have high standards”.  

 

 
 
Figure 7: Megyn Kelly gesturing while saying, “We need a very high standard for 

commitment”.  

 
Figure 7 sees perhaps the most animated gesture yet, with then-Fox News 

presenter Megyn Kelly producing an upwards-moving, right-handed, perpendicular 

gesture. In this gesture, Kelly’s hand travels from around the level of her chest to the 
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top of her head. This gesture mostly coincides with the intensifying adverb “very” 

contained in Kelly’s speech but continues into the metaphorical adjective “high”. 

Because “high” is part of the linguistic metaphor “high standards”, this example was 

coded as containing a gesture. As speculated in regard to Figure 2, the intensifier 

“very” used here could be seen as an indicator of conceptual activation. Moreover, it 

is intriguing to note that Kelly lengthens the /ɛ/ vowel in “very” /vɛrɪ/, and that this vowel 

lengthening roughly matches up with the duration of her gesture, the manual and vocal 

modalities here seeming to express meaning in combination with each other. In future 

studies it may be interesting to also investigate vocal gestures (e.g., Perlman, 2010; 

Perlman et al., 2001; Perlman & Cain, 2014) to see whether they can also reveal 

anything about conceptual activation. In particular, perhaps the greater the activation 

of a conceptual metaphor, the more likely it is that this conceptual metaphor will be 

expressed through different modalities simultaneously. Kelly goes on to say that the 

standard “used to be lower”, at which point she uses the same gesture as for “high 

standards” in most respects, except this time she moves her hand downwards from 

above her head to the top of her chest. As mentioned in relation to Figure 3, a contrast 

of opposites or near-opposites such as this (“high” vs. “lower”) can be another factor 

contributing to conceptual activation.  

 

8.3. ‘Lower the standards’ 

For ‘lower the standards’, I present three gestures from US politician Steve King, who, 

as we will see, gestures slightly differently each time he uses this linguistic metaphor. 

I do so to demonstrate the potential variation in gesture production across contexts, 

even for a single speaker, despite the fact that many different speakers in the dataset 

produced similar gestures (e.g., Lis Wiehl in Figure 2 and Barack Obama in Figure 3). 
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To foreshadow some of the quantitative analyses I conduct in section 9, the fact that 

speakers such as King appear in the dataset multiple times and thus contribute more 

than one data point is problematic because it violates the independence assumption 

of inferential statistical tests. I address this problem by re-analysing parts of the 

quantitative data in section 9.4. 

The first example in Figure 8 shows King gesturing downwards from chest-level 

to torso-level with his right hand while saying “lowers the standard”. During this 

gesture, King’s right hand is held open with his palm facing downwards. The 

downwards movement of King’s gesture here appears to enact the action of lowering 

an abstract “standard”, which may be conceptualised as a flat physical level or surface 

that can be pushed downwards. Intriguingly, in this example King does not describe 

himself as being the agent of the metaphorical verb “lowers”; rather, this agent position 

is filled by a non-specific “it”. Thus, here King appears to gesture from the perspective 

of this “it”. While it is not entirely clear from the video itself, when considering context, 

this “it” appears to be a bill passed in the senate, which is clearly not an animate actor. 

This is relevant because it shows that King is happy to take the perspective of an 

inanimate agent, despite inanimate agents obviously being incapable of actually 

performing actions. 
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Figure 8: Steve King gesturing while saying, “It lowers the standard to the point 

where fraud is anticipated”.  

 
 We can see a similar gesture in Figure 9, except this time King uses two hands 

instead of just one, while saying “lower the standards”. Although this is anecdotal, it is 

possible that King gestures with two hands here in response to the plurality of the noun 

“standards”, which may hint at a conceptualisation of multiple physical levels 

(“standards”) rather than just one (“standard”). This interpretation coincides with the 

concept of articulatory plurality. A potential ambiguity with this gesture is that before 

King utters the linguistic metaphor “lower the standards”, he uses the verb “pushing”, 

which is accompanied by a similar gesture to that which accompanies the linguistic 

metaphor itself. Therefore, it is possible that King’s gesture during the linguistic 

metaphor is merely a continuation of this “pushing” gesture, rather than representing 

his metaphorical conceptualisation of “lower the standards”. It is impossible to 

separate these possibilities without allowing a significant degree of subjectivity to enter 

the coding process, so only the speaker’s gestures during the relevant linguistic 

metaphor itself were considered here. 
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Figure 9: Steve King gesturing while saying “Pushing to lower the standards for 

Fannie and Freddie”.  

 

 
 
Figure 10: Steve King gesturing while saying, “Pass legislation to lower the 

standards of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac”.  

 
 The third and final example from Steve King can be seen in Figure 10. This 

particular example is clearly different from the others because, rather than using a 

perpendicular hand configuration, King uses a pointing gesture, while saying “lower 
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the standards”. As noted previously, pointing gestures were coded as having a closed 

hand configuration, so long as only the speaker’s index finger was extended, which is 

the case in this example. This gesture involves King moving his hand downwards from 

shoulder-level to chest-level. This example is potentially problematic for analysing 

gestural fit because, although the downwards movement of King’s gesture appears to 

align with the meaning of the metaphorical verb “lower”, this gesture could arguably 

be analysed as a meaningless beat gesture on account of beat gestures commonly 

having a downwards movement component (e.g., McNeill, 1992). This suggests that 

some downwards-moving beat gestures in the dataset might be erroneously coded as 

‘fitting’ the meaning of the linguistic metaphors ‘low standards’ and ‘lower the 

standards’, despite carrying no real meaning component. I explore this point further in 

section 10.2.2.  

 

8.4. ‘Raise the standards’ 

In Figure 11, Antony Blinken, who was United States Deputy Secretary of State at the 

time of this video’s recording, gestures with an upwards movement from the bottom to 

the top of his chest with his left hand while saying “raise the standards”. He does this 

using an open hand configuration. What is interesting about this example is that 

Blinken uses a similar gesture multiple times prior to his use of the “raise the 

standards” metaphor, as if the GOOD IS UP conceptual metaphor is already active in his 

mind before he expresses it linguistically. This relates to McNeill’s (2005) notion of 

‘catchment’, where separate gestures produced by a speaker are similar in terms of 

two or more features. McNeill argues that catchment is the outwards manifestation of 

recurrent mental imagery, which in this case seems to be metaphoric. Alternatively, it 

could be argued that the recurrence of this same gesture in line with seemingly 
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unrelated words such as “tried” means that it is probably a beat gesture with no real 

meaning component. However, because beat gestures usually also contain a 

downwards movement (McNeill, 1992; Wang & Chu, 2013), this interpretation seems 

unlikely. This example illustrates the difficulty of categorising gestures into 

iconic/metaphoric or beat categories, which the current study aimed to circumvent by 

coding the form of gestures only and not making any interpretations of meaning. 

 

 
 
Figure 11: Antony Blinken gesturing while saying, “We have tried throughout to raise 

the standards of these institutions”.  

 

 Next, in Figure 12 we see former Fox News presenter Bill O’Reilly gesturing 

upwards with his right hand from torso-level to chin-level with an open hand 

configuration while saying “raise the standard”. Similarly to Megyn Kelly in Figure 7, 

O’Reilly lengthens the diphthong /ɛɪ/ in the word “raise” /rɛɪz/, and the duration of this 

diphthong roughly matches the duration of his gesture stroke. Furthermore, O’Reilly’s 

gesture contains a greater extent of movement than Antony Blinken’s in Figure 11, 

which may be an indicator of conceptual activation. Altogether, these observations 

tentatively suggest that greater extent of gestural movement and the presence of 
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metaphoricity across multiple modalities may both point towards increased conceptual 

activation. In addition to this, similarly to Steve King in Figure 8, O’Reilly is not the 

agent of the verb “raise” in this example; rather, through his gestures O’Reilly appears 

to take the perspective of the other-agent “they” mentioned in his speech. Therefore, 

Figures 8 and 12 both suggest that agency has no effect on gesture production, 

although only a quantitative analysis can decisively answer this question (see section 

9.1). 

 

 
 
Figure 12: Bill O’Reilly gesturing while saying, “And they wanna raise the standard 

of living of the poor”.  

 

 
 
Figure 13: Michael Froman gesturing while saying, “What we’re trying to do through 

TPP is to raise the overall standards”.  
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In Figure 13 we see something a bit different. In this example, US lawyer and 

former US trade representative Michael Froman gestures sagittally away from his 

body using his right hand while saying “raise the overall standards”. His left hand is 

static and so was not coded as gesturing, but this hand seems to play a role in 

representing the existing “standards” that Froman and his colleagues are trying to 

metaphorically ‘move away from’ (i.e., improve upon) with the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership (TPP). As with Barack Obama’s gesture in Figure 3, it is possible that this 

sagittal movement reflects Froman’s sagittal conceptualisation of emotional valence. 

However, if this were so, we would actually expect Froman to gesture towards, rather 

than away from, his body, due to the +valence of the linguistic metaphor “raise the 

standards” and the GOOD IS NEAR conceptual metaphor. An alternative interpretation, 

therefore, is that Froman is mentally superimposing a vertical axis onto the sagittal 

axis of the table in front of him, where nearer his body corresponds to DOWN, and 

further away corresponds to UP. In support of this interpretation, Tversky (2011: 506) 

speaks of the powerful nature of vertical-to-sagittal mappings in relation to paper (e.g., 

when looking at maps), where the sagittal space of the page is perceived to represent 

the vertical axis (see also Winter et al., 2015). This interpretation makes theoretical 

sense if we consider the upwards verticality of the linguistic metaphor “raise the 

standards”. 

 

*  *  * 

 

In this section, I have looked at a small selection of videos in my dataset that depict 

speakers gesturing while using the linguistic metaphors ‘low standards’, ‘high 
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standards’, ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the standards’.  With the data now 

contextualised, in the next section I discuss the quantitative results from the study 

based on the final 387-video dataset.  
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9. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

In this section, I use gesture co-occurrence (section 9.1.1), gestural fit (section 9.1.2) 

and gestural effort (section 9.1.3) to assess whether the four linguistic metaphors 

investigated in the current study (‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the 

standards’, ‘raise the standards’) are conceptually active, and to what degree. I also 

assess whether emotional valence, word class, agency and animacy affect the 

conceptual activation of these linguistic metaphors. In section 8.2, I then examine 

metaphorical mappings of emotional valence other than the vertical GOOD IS UP and 

BAD IS DOWN metaphors expressed linguistically (horizontal, sagittal). I also assess 

whether size-based metaphorical mappings of quantity are active in the minds of 

speakers who use these linguistic metaphors. In section 9.3, I investigate whether or 

not articulatory plurality, a widely-reported feature of sign languages, extends to 

gestures. Finally, in section 9.4 I re-analyse parts of the data to account for the fact 

that the independence assumption of the inferential statistical tests used in this section 

was violated by individual speakers contributing multiple data points.  

 
9.1. Conceptual activation 

To assess the conceptual activation of the four linguistic metaphors in the dataset (‘low 

standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’), I use the 

criteria developed in this paper: gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort. 

I report the results for each of these tests overall across the four linguistic metaphors. 

I then perform simple binomial tests on the results of these tests to see whether, for 

instance, there are more instances of speakers gesturing than not gesturing than 

would be expected by chance alone.  
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I then use gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit, gestural effort to assess the four 

factors that might affect the conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor (emotional 

valence, word class, agency and animacy). Because all values in the dataset were 

categorical and binary, I used logistic regression to model this data. The three tests of 

conceptual activation were included as dependent variables. The potential factors 

affecting the conceptual activation of linguistic metaphors were included as 

independent variables, which were treatment-coded. Treatment coding assigns 0 to 

one value and 1 to the other. This coding scheme was appropriate since I did not 

predict an interaction between any of these independent variables. 

In the first logistic regression model, emotional valence (-valence vs. +valence) 

and word class (verb vs. adjective) were included as independent variables to model 

the effects of these variables separately. Agency and animacy were not included in 

this model because these two variables only applied to linguistic metaphors containing 

metaphorical verbs (‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’). Including agency and 

animacy in the same model as emotional valence and word class would therefore have 

meant excluding all linguistic metaphors in the dataset that contained metaphorical 

adjectives (‘low standards’, ‘high standards’). For emotional valence, the value ‘-

valence’ was treatment-coded as 0, and the value ‘+valence’ was treatment-coded as 

1. For word class, the value ‘adjective’ was treatment-coded as 0, and the value ‘verb’ 

was treatment-coded as 1. 

Next, two logistic regression models were fitted including the independent 

variables agency and animacy respectively. Agency and animacy were not included 

in the same model as each other because each variable contained different numbers 

of data points. This meant that entire rows of the data frame containing missing data 

points for either agency or animacy would have been ignored by a model containing 
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both variables. Consequently, agency and animacy were included in separate models 

to avoid excluding any more data than necessary from each analysis. For agency, the 

value ‘other-agent’ was treatment-coded as 0, and the value ‘speaker-agent’ was 

treatment-coded as 1. For animacy, the value ‘inanimate’ was treatment-coded as 0, 

and the value ‘animate’ was treatment-coded as 1. Videos where the animacy status 

(animate vs. inanimate) of an agent was unclear were excluded from all analyses of 

animacy. 

 

9.1.1. Gesture co-occurrence 

One way of quantifying the conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor is by looking 

at gesture co-occurrence: how often the linguistic metaphor is accompanied by any 

type of gesture.  

 Figure 14 shows the level of gesture co-occurrence (gesture vs. no gesture) 

across the four linguistic metaphors in the dataset. As we can see, there was a general 

tendency for speakers to gesture rather than not across all four linguistic metaphors, 

with 85.3% (N = 330) of videos overall containing gestures, compared to 14.7% (N = 

57) that did not. A binomial test indicates that these figures are unexpected under the 

assumption that either outcome (gesture vs. no gesture) is equally likely due to chance 

(p < 0.001). It must be remembered, however, that the linguistic metaphors in the 

dataset were chosen because speakers tended to gesture when using them, so this 

result is fairly unsurprising. Nevertheless, it is remarkable just how high this gesture 

co-occurrence rate is. 
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Figure 14: Proportion of videos per linguistic metaphor (low standards, high 

standards, lower the standards, raise the standards) containing gestures 

versus no gestures 

 

9.1.1.1. Emotional valence and word class 

For gesture co-occurrence, my first hypothesis was that -valence linguistic metaphors 

(‘low standards’, ‘lower the standards’) would have a higher rate of gesture co-

occurrence than +valence linguistic metaphors (‘high standards’, ‘raise the 

standards’). Descriptively, the data show a slight trend in the direction of this 

hypothesis: 85.6% (N = 184) of -valence videos contained gestures, whereas 14.4% 

(N = 31) did not. In comparison, 84.9% (N = 146) of +valence linguistic metaphors 

contained gestures, whereas 15.1% (N = 26) did not.  
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 My second hypothesis was that linguistic metaphors containing a metaphorical 

verb (‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’) would have a higher rate of gesture 

co-occurrence than linguistic metaphors containing a metaphorical adjective (‘low 

standards’, ‘high standards’). The data suggest that this prediction may be correct: 

90.8% (N = 177) of verb-containing videos contained gestures, whereas 9.2% (N = 

18) did not. In contrast, 79.7% (N = 153) of adjective-containing videos contained 

gestures, whereas 20.3% (N = 39) did not.  

A logistic regression model containing emotional valence and word class as 

independent variables reveals a reliable effect of word class (log odds: 0.92, SE = 

0.31, z-score = 3, p = 0.0027), but not of emotional valence (log odds: -0.022, SE = 

0.29, z-score = -0.076, p = 0.94). This indicates that speakers were reliably more likely 

to gesture when using metaphorical verbs than when using metaphorical adjectives, 

but there was no evidence to suggest that emotional valence affects the likelihood of 

a speaker gesturing. 

 

9.1.1.2. Agency 

Were speakers more likely to gesture alongside speaker-agent linguistic metaphors 

(e.g., “We have lowered the standards”) than other-agent linguistic metaphors (e.g., 

“This bill raises the standard”). Superficially, the data suggest so, with 91.2% (N = 52) 

of speaker-agent videos containing gestures, compared to 8.8% (N = 5) that did not. 

In contrast, 90.6% (N = 125) of other-agent videos contained gestures, compared to 

9.4% (N = 13) that did not. Despite these descriptive differences, a logistic regression 

model reveals no reliable effect of agency on gesture co-occurrence (log odds: 0.078, 

SE = 0.55, z-score = 0.14, p = 0.89). Therefore, the data do not suggest that agency 

affects the likelihood of a speaker gesturing. 
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9.1.1.3. Animacy 

Were speakers more likely to gesture when referring to an animate other-agent than 

when referring to an inanimate other-agent? The data actually show a superficial trend 

in the opposite direction: 92.5% (N = 49) of videos referring to an animate other-agent 

contained gestures, whereas 7.5% (N = 4) did not. In comparison, 93.9% (N = 46) of 

videos referring to an inanimate other-agent contained gestures, whereas 6.1% (N = 

3) did not. However, a logistic regression model reveals no reliable effect of animacy 

on gesture co-occurrence (log odds: -0.22, SE = 0.79, z-score = -0.28, p = 0.77). This 

indicates that animacy does not affect the likelihood of a speaker gesturing. 

 

9.1.2. Gestural fit 

Conceptual activation can also be assessed by examining gestural fit, which 

corresponds to whether or not a gesture aligns with the metaphorical meaning of the 

linguistic metaphor it accompanies. Gestural fit can be operationalised in the current 

study by looking at vertical gestural movement, the reason being that all four linguistic 

metaphors in the dataset encode some kind of verticality: ‘low standards’ and ‘high 

standards’ imply low and high spatial positions respectively, and ‘lower the standards’ 

and ‘raise the standards’ imply downwards and upwards movement respectively. 

Therefore, we can look at whether or not speakers gesture downwards when uttering 

‘low’ and ‘lower’ linguistic metaphors, and upwards when uttering ‘high’ and ‘raise’ 

linguistic metaphors. I will call these instances ‘matching’ cases, distinct from 

‘mismatching’ cases. Mismatching cases include gestures with mismatching vertical 
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movements, as well as those without any vertical movement at all.2 To avoid confusing 

gestural fit with gesture co-occurrence, videos without gestures were excluded from 

the following analyses.  

Figure 15 shows the level of gestural fit (matching vs. mismatching) across the 

four linguistic metaphors in the dataset. We can see from this that there was a general 

tendency for speakers to produce matching rather than mismatching gestures: overall, 

61.5% (N = 203) of gestures were matching, and 38.5 (N = 127) were mismatching. A 

binomial test indicates that these results were unexpected under the null hypothesis 

of equal proportions (p < 0.001). However, this trend was reversed for ‘high standards’. 

 
 

                                                
2 It is unclear whether these two types of mismatching gestures reflect differing levels 

of conceptual activation. On the one hand, incompatible vertical movements could 

indicate weaker conceptual activation because they go directly against the verticality 

expressed by the linguistic metaphor. On the other hand, a total lack of vertical 

movement could suggest weaker conceptual activation because there is apparently 

no sense of verticality activated in the speaker’s mind at all. 
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Figure 15: Proportion of videos per linguistic metaphor (low standards, high 

standards, lower the standards, raise the standards) containing matching 

(compatible vertical movement) versus mismatching (incompatible or absent 

vertical movement) gestures  

 
 

9.1.2.1. Emotional valence and word class 

For gestural fit, my first hypothesis was that there would be a higher rate of gestural 

fit (i.e., more matching gestures) for -valence linguistic metaphors compared to 

+valence linguistic metaphors. The data support this prediction: 75% (N = 138) of -

valence videos contained matching gestures, whereas 25% (N = 46) contained 

mismatching gestures. In terms of +valence videos, 44.5% (N = 65) contained 

matching gestures, whereas 55.5% (N = 81) contained mismatching gestures.  
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My second hypothesis was that linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical 

verbs would have a higher rate of gestural fit than linguistic metaphors containing 

metaphorical adjectives. The descriptive data align with this prediction, showing that 

75.1% (N = 133) of metaphorical verbs were accompanied by matching gestures, 

whereas 24.9% (N = 44) were accompanied by mismatching gestures. For 

metaphorical adjectives, the data show the opposite pattern: only 45.8% (N = 70) of 

metaphorical adjectives were accompanied by matching gestures, whereas 54.2% (N 

= 83) were accompanied by mismatching gestures.  

A logistic regression model reveals reliable effects of both emotional valence 

(log odds: -1.43, SE = 0.26, z-score = -5.6, p < 0.001) and word class (log odds: 1.39, 

SE = 0.26, z-score = 5.43, p < 0.001) on gestural fit. These results indicate that 

speakers were more likely to produce a matching gesture when they used a 

metaphorical verb rather than a metaphorical adjective, and when they used a -

valence linguistic metaphor rather than a +valence linguistic metaphor.  

 

9.1.2.2. Agency 

Were speakers more likely to produce matching gestures alongside speaker-agent 

linguistic metaphors than other-agent linguistic metaphors? The data suggest not, in 

fact showing a superficial trend in the opposite direction, with 67.3% (N = 35) of 

speaker-agent videos containing matching gestures, and 32.7% (N = 17) containing 

mismatching gestures. In comparison, 78.4% (N = 98) of other-agent videos contained 

matching gestures, and 21.6% (N = 27) contained mismatching gestures. Despite 

these descriptive differences, a logistic regression model reveals no reliable effect of 

agency on gestural fit (log odds: -0.57, SE = 0.37, z-score = -1.55, p = 0.12). Therefore, 
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agency does not seem to affect the likelihood of speakers producing matching 

gestures. 

 

9.1.2.3. Animacy 

Were speakers more likely to produce matching gestures when referring to other-

agents that are animate rather than inanimate? Superficially, yes: 83.7% (N = 41) of 

gestures accompanying references to animate other-agents were matching, and 

16.3% (N = 8) were mismatching. In contrast, 71.7% (N = 33) of gestures 

accompanying references to inanimate other-agents were matching, and 28.3% (N = 

13) were mismatching. However, a logistic regression model reveals no reliable effect 

of animacy on gestural fit (log odds: 0.7, SE = 0.51, z-score = 1.39, p = 0.17). This 

suggests that animacy does not affect the likelihood of speakers producing matching 

gestures. 

 

9.1.3. Gestural effort 

Another way of quantifying the conceptual activation of a linguistic metaphor is by 

making a more fine-grained distinction between one-handed and both-handed 

gestures, which I argue corresponds to gestural effort. Because both-handed gestures 

are generally more effortful than one-handed gestures, both-handed gestures should 

evidence a higher level of conceptual activation. Future studies may wish to 

incorporate duration, speed of movement and extent of movement into analyses of 

gestural effort. The analyses in this section considered only those videos which 

contained gestures that aligned with the meaning of the linguistic metaphor they 

accompanied, and furthermore where both the speaker’s hands were free to gesture.  
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Figure 16 shows the level of gestural effort (one-handed vs. both-handed) 

across the four linguistic metaphors. This figure shows that both-handed gestures 

were generally more likely than one-handed gestures, with 70.8% (N = 63) of videos 

overall containing both-handed gestures, and 29.2 (N = 26) containing one-handed 

gestures. A binomial test shows that these observed values are unexpected under the 

assumption that each outcome (both-handed vs. one-handed) is equally likely due to 

random chance (p < 0.001). However, as with gestural fit, this trend is reversed for 

‘high standards’. 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Proportion of videos per linguistic metaphor (low standards, high 

standards lower the standards, raise the standards) containing one-handed 

versus both-handed gestures  
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9.1.3.1. Emotional valence and word class 

For gestural effort, my first hypothesis was that speakers would be more likely to 

gesture with both hands for -valence linguistic metaphors than +valence linguistic 

metaphors. Superficially, there was a very slight trend in this direction of this 

hypothesis: -valence videos contained both-handed gestures 71% (N = 44) of the time, 

and one-handed gestures 29% (N = 18) of the time; whereas +valence videos 

contained both-handed gestures 70.4% (N = 19) of the time, and one-handed gestures 

29.6% (N = 8) of the time.  

My second hypothesis was that speakers would be more likely to gesture with 

both hands (vs. one hand) when using a linguistic metaphor containing a metaphorical 

verb than when using a linguistic metaphor containing a metaphorical adjective. 

Descriptively, the data support this hypothesis: 78.7% (N = 48) of verb-containing 

videos contained both-handed gestures, while 21.3% (N = 13) contained one-handed 

gestures. In comparison, 53.6% (N = 15) of adjective-containing videos contained 

both-handed gestures, while 46.4% (N = 13) contained one-handed gestures.  

Here, a logistic regression model reveals a reliable effect of word class on 

gestural effort (log odds: 1.26, SE = 0.52, z-score = 2.44, p = 0.015), indicating that 

speakers were reliably more likely to produce both-handed gestures alongside 

linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical verbs than metaphorical adjectives. 

However, this model reveals no reliable effect of emotional valence on gestural effort 

(log odds: -0.38, SE = 0.55, z-score = -0.69, p = 0.49), and therefore does not suggest 

that emotional valence (-valence vs. +valence) affects the likelihood of a speaker 

producing both-handed gestures.  
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9.1.3.2. Agency 

Were speakers more likely to gesture with both hands (vs. one hand) alongside 

speaker-agent linguistic metaphors than other-agent linguistic metaphors? The data 

actually show a descriptive trend in the opposite direction: 76.5% (N = 13) of speaker-

agent videos contained both-handed gestures, while 23.5% (N = 4) contained one-

handed gestures. In comparison, 79.5% (N = 35) of other-agent videos contained 

both-handed gestures, while 20.5% (N = 9) contained one-handed gestures. Despite 

these superficial differences, a logistic regression model shows no reliable effect of 

agency on gestural effort (log odds: -0.18, SE = 0.68, z-score = -0.26, p = 0.79). These 

results therefore do not indicate that agency affects the likelihood of a speaker 

producing both-handed gestures. 

 

9.1.3.3. Animacy 

Were speakers who referred to animate other-agents more likely to gesture with both 

hands (vs. one hand) than those who referred to inanimate other-agents? The data 

show a slight superficial trend in this direction, with 83.3% (N = 15) of linguistic 

metaphors referring to an animate other-agent being accompanied by both-handed 

gestures, and 16.7% (N = 3) being accompanied by one-handed gestures. In 

comparison, 75% (N = 9) of linguistic metaphors referring to an inanimate other-agent 

were accompanied by both-handed gestures, and 25% (N = 3) were accompanied by 

one-handed gestures. However, a logistic regression model shows no reliable effect 

of animacy on gestural effort (log odds: 0.51, SE = 0.92, z-score = 0.56, p = 0.58). 

This suggests that animacy has no effect on the likelihood of speakers producing both-

handed gestures. 
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9.2. Other conceptual metaphors 

9.2.1. Horizontal metaphors of emotional valence 

In this section I explore Casasanto’s (2009) body-specificity hypothesis, the notion that 

we associate the dominant side of our bodies with +valence, and the non-dominant 

side of our bodies with -valence. By looking at which hand speakers use to gesture 

across -valence and +valence linguistic metaphors, it is possible to test this prediction. 

In addition, although body-specific associations are thought to derive primarily from 

handedness, these handedness-based associations may extend to left-side or right-

side space (depending on one’s handedness). Consequently, we might also observe 

body-specific associations in the horizontal movement of speaker’s gestures. 

An estimated 90% of the world’s population is right-handed (Kassin, 2005: 72). 

This right-handed bias also means that the body-specific associations of right-

handers, rather than left-handers, are more likely to be instantiated culturally. We see 

this in cultural customs, such as the raising of one’s right hand when taking an oath, 

which can potentially even influence associations of emotional valence in left-handers 

(Casasanto & Bottini, 2014; Casasanto, 2017). Consequently, because it is impossible 

to determine the handedness of all but a select few speakers in the current study’s 

dataset (e.g., Barack Obama is known to be left-handed), for the purposes of the 

following analyses it is assumed that all speakers in the dataset share BAD IS LEFT and 

GOOD IS RIGHT mappings of emotional valence. Based on this, we would expect 

speakers to gesture leftwards with their left hand when using -valence linguistic 

metaphors, and rightwards with their right hand when using +valence linguistic 

metaphors.  

In the following analyses, I constructed two logistic regression models to test 

the dependent variables gesturing hand and horizontal movement direction 
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respectively. These two variables were not included in the same model because each 

variable contained a different number of data points. For emotional valence in both 

models, the value ‘-valence’ was treatment-coded as 0, and the value ‘+valence’ was 

treatment-coded as 1. Only videos where both the speaker’s hands were free to 

gesture were included in these analyses. 

As Figure 17 demonstrates, speakers were far more likely to gesture with their 

right hand than their left across all four linguistic metaphors. Specifically, 24.1% (N = 

13) of gestures overall were left-handed, whereas 75.9% (N = 41) were right-handed. 

An exact binomial test shows that these results are unexpected under the null 

hypothesis of equal proportions (p < 0.001). These results suggest that speakers are 

more likely to use their dominant hand to gesture, regardless of emotional valence. 

This conclusion is only tentative, however, because we do not know for certain the 

handedness of speakers in the dataset. 
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Figure 17: Proportion of videos per linguistic metaphor (low standards, high 

standards, lower the standards, raise the standards) containing left-handed 

versus right-handed gestures  

 
Did speakers gesture with their left hand more often when talking about -
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handed, and 74.2% (N = 23) were right-handed. In comparison, for +valence linguistic 

metaphors, 21.7% (N = 5) of gestures were left-handed, and 78.3% (N = 18) of 

gestures were right-handed. However, a logistic regression model reveals no reliable 

body-specific effect on the hand speakers used to gesture (log odds: 0.22, SE = 0.65, 
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gesture with their left hand alongside -valence clauses, nor were they to gesture with 

their right hand alongside +valence clauses. 

For horizontal movement direction, Figure 18 shows that speakers were more 

likely to gesture rightwards than leftwards overall. The exact figures show that 62.9% 

(N = 22) of gestures overall were rightwards-moving, whereas 37.1% (N = 13) were 

leftwards-moving. However, an exact binomial test shows that these figures were not 

unexpected under the null hypothesis of equal proportions (p = 0.18). Furthermore, for 

‘low standards’, speakers were equally likely to gesture leftwards or rightwards.  

Did speakers gesture leftwards relatively more often when talking about -

valence linguistic metaphors, and rightwards relatively more often when talking about 

+valence linguistic metaphors? Descriptively, the data suggest so: for -valence 

linguistic metaphors, 44% (N = 11) of gestures were leftwards-moving, and 56% (N = 

14) were rightwards-moving. In contrast, for +valence linguistic metaphors, 20% (N = 

2) of gestures were leftwards-moving, and 80% (N = 8) were rightwards-moving. 

However, a logistic regression model shows no reliable main body-specific effect on 

horizontal movement direction (log odds: 1.15, SE = 0.89, z-score = 1.29, p = 0.2).  
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Figure 18: Proportion of videos per linguistic metaphor (‘low standards’, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’) containing leftwards- 

versus rightwards-moving gestures 
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Figure 19 reveals an extreme bias towards frontwards-moving (vs. backwards-

moving) gestures in the dataset overall across all four linguistic metaphors. 

Specifically, 94.3% (N = 82) of gestures overall were frontwards-moving, and 5.7% (N 

= 5) were backwards-moving. An exact binomial test shows that these results are 

unexpected under the null hypothesis of equal proportions (p < 0.001). The results 

from this test suggest that frontwards-moving gestures were far more likely than 

backwards-moving gestures. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 19: Proportion of videos per linguistic metaphor (‘low standards’, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’) containing backwards-

moving versus frontwards-moving gestures 
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I now use a logistic regression model to test the dependent variable sagittal 

movement direction (backwards-moving vs. frontwards-moving) against the 

independent variable emotional valence. For emotional valence, the value ‘-valence’ 

was treatment-coded as 0, and the value ‘+valence’ was treatment-coded as 1. Did 

speakers produce backwards-moving gestures relatively more often when using 

+valence linguistic metaphors, and frontwards-moving gestures relatively more often 

when using -valence linguistic metaphors? The data actually show the opposite 

pattern: for -valence linguistic metaphors, 89.29% (N = 25) of gestures were 

frontwards-moving, and 10.7% (N = 3) were backwards-moving. In contrast, for 

+valence linguistic metaphors, 96.6% (N = 57) of gestures were frontwards-moving, 

and 3.4% (N = 2) were backwards-moving. However, a logistic regression model 

shows no reliable approach-avoidance effect on sagittal movement direction (log 

odds: 1.23, SE = 0.94, z-score = 1.3, p = 0.19). Nevertheless, we should be cautious 

when generalising from this null result due to the small number of backwards-moving 

gestures in the dataset. 

 

9.2.3. Size-based metaphors of quantity  

Will speakers think in terms of size-based LESS IS SMALL and MORE IS BIG conceptual 

metaphors of quantity when they use vertical linguistic metaphors of emotional 

valence? I attempt to answer this question by looking at whether speakers were more 

likely to gesture with a closed hand configuration for -valence linguistic metaphors, 

and with an open hand configuration for +valence linguistic metaphors.  

 In Figure 20, we can see an overall bias towards open (vs. closed) gestures 

across all four linguistic metaphors in the dataset. Specifically, 81.3% (N = 205) of 

gestures overall were open, and 18.7% (N = 47) were closed. An exact binomial test 
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shows that these figures were unexpected under the null hypothesis of equal 

proportions (p < 0.001). This shows that speakers were far more likely to produce open 

gestures than closed gestures.  

 

 
 

Figure 20: Proportion of videos per linguistic metaphor (‘low standards’, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’) containing closed 

versus open gestures 
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treatment-coded as 1. Crucially, -valence is thought to correlate with lesser quantities, 

whereas +valence is thought to correlate with greater quantities. This means that we 

would expect speakers to produce closed gestures relatively more often when using -

valence linguistic metaphors, and open gestures relatively more often when using 

+valence linguistic metaphors. Was this the case? Superficially, the data show a slight 

trend in this direction: 19% (N = 28) of -valence linguistic metaphors were 

accompanied by closed gestures, and 81% (N = 119) were accompanied by open 

gestures. In comparison, 18.1% (N = 19) of +valence linguistic metaphors were 

accompanied by closed gestures, and 81.9% (N = 86) were accompanied by open 

gestures. However, a logistic regression model shows no effect of emotional valence 

on hand configuration (log odds: 0.06, SE = 0.33, z-score = 0.19, p = 0.85). This shows 

that the hand configuration with which speakers gestured did not reliably correlate with 

size-based conceptual metaphors of quantity. 

 

9.3. Articulatory plurality  

I now test whether articulatory plurality, a phenomenon reported to exist in sign 

languages, extends to gestures. Articulatory plurality refers to the finding that signers 

tend to prefer one-handed signs to represent lexically singular concepts, and both-

handed signs to represent lexically plural concepts. Because sign language and 

gesture can be seen as overlapping concepts, it is possible that speakers in the current 

dataset will be more likely to gesture with one hand for linguistic metaphors containing 

a singular noun (‘standard’), and with two hands for linguistic metaphors containing a 

plural noun (‘standards’).  
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Figure 21: Proportion of videos per noun type (singular, plural) containing 

one-handed versus both-handed gestures 
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results were unexpected based on random chance (p < 0.001), showing that speakers 

were more likely overall to produce both-handed gestures than one-handed gestures. 

In the following analysis, I used a logistic regression model to test the 

dependent variable number of gesturing hands against the independent variable noun 

plurality. For noun plurality, the value ‘singular’ was treatment-coded as 0, and the 

value ‘plural’ was treatment-coded as 1. Only videos where both the speaker’s hands 

were free to gesture were included in this model. 

 The data show that for singular nouns, 37.7% (N = 29) of gestures were one-

handed, whereas 62.3% (N = 48) were both-handed. In contrast, for plural nouns, 

32.5% (N = 25) of gestures were one-handed, whereas 67.5% (N = 52) were both-

handed. However, a logistic regression model reveals no effect of noun plurality on 

the number of hands used to gesture (log odds: 0.23, SE = 0.34, z-score = 6.8, p = 

0.5). This suggests that speakers were not reliably more likely to gesture with one 

hand for singular linguistic metaphors, nor were they reliably more likely to gesture 

with both hands for plural linguistic metaphors. 

 
9.4. Violation of independence assumption 

Exact binomial tests and logistic regression models assume that every data point in a 

sample is independent from one another. This independence assumption was violated 

in the current study because some speakers appeared in more than one video, 

contributing multiple data points. An example of such a speaker is Steve King, whose 

gestures I analysed qualitatively in Figures 8-10 (section 8.3). These three videos 

containing King would be interpreted by an inferential statistical test as containing 

three different speakers, which would artificially inflate the sample size interpreted by 

the test and consequently increase its likelihood of producing false positive results 
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(Hurlbert, 1984; Winter, 2011). Furthermore, if we consider that we are using this 

sample to make assumptions about all English speakers, it is problematic that the 

sample is biased in favour of speakers that appear in it multiple times. 

To show that the violation of the independence assumption did not affect the 

outcome of each test, for each statistically reliable result I simulated 1000 random 

samples where each speaker contributed only one data point. Following this, I ran the 

appropriate binomial test or logistic regression model again each time. I then 

calculated how many of these samples returned a p-value lower than the 0.05 cut-off 

commonly used in null hypothesis significance testing. I only did this for each test that 

directly related to the research questions investigated in this thesis. 

 For gesture co-occurrence, a binomial test initially indicated that speakers were 

reliably more likely to gesture than they were to not gesture across all four linguistic 

metaphors. When I ran this test again with 1000 random samples containing only 

unique speakers, all 1000 samples returned p-values lower than 0.05. Furthermore, 

an logistic regression model initially indicated that speakers were reliably more likely 

to gesture when using a metaphorical verb than when using a metaphorical adjective. 

Again, all 1000 random samples containing only unique speakers returned p-values 

lower than 0.05 here.   

For gestural fit, a binomial test initially indicated that speakers were reliably 

more likely to produce matching gestures than they were to produce mismatching 

gestures across all four linguistic metaphors. This test was run again across 1000 

random samples containing only unique speakers, and all 1000 samples returned p-

values lower than 0.05. Furthermore, a logistic regression model initially showed that 

speakers were reliably more likely to produce matching (vs. mismatching) gestures 

when using a -valence linguistic metaphor than when using a +valence linguistic 
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metaphor, and when using a metaphorical verb than when using a metaphorical 

adjective. All 1000 random samples containing only unique speakers returned p-

values lower than 0.05 for both emotional valence and word class.  

For gestural effort, a binomial test initially showed that speakers were reliably 

more likely to produce both-handed gestures than they were to produce one-handed 

gestures across all four linguistic metaphors. When this test was run again across 

1000 random samples containing only unique speakers, all 1000 samples returned p-

values lower than 0.05. In addition, a logistic regression model initially showed that 

speakers were reliably more likely to produce both-handed (vs. one-handed) gestures 

when using a metaphorical verb than when using a metaphorical adjective. Across 

1000 random samples containing only unique speakers, 1000 samples returned p-

values lower than 0.05.  

 These simulated samples suggest that the initial results I reported were not 

significantly affected by the violation of the independence assumption. As originally 

reported, speakers were more likely to gesture than to not gesture, to produce 

matching gestures rather than mismatching gestures, and to produce both-handed 

gestures rather than one-handed gestures. In addition, there was a reliable effect of 

word class on gesture co-occurrence, gestural effort and gestural fit. There was also 

a reliable effect of emotional valence on gestural fit.  

 

*  *  * 

 

In this section, I reported the main quantitative results of the study. I found high rates 

of gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort across the four linguistic 

metaphors ‘low standards’, ‘high standards’, ‘lower the standards’ and ‘raise the 
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standards’. I also found that speakers were more likely to gesture, produce gestures 

that aligned with the meaning of the linguistic metaphor they were using, and produce 

both-handed gestures, when they used linguistic metaphors containing a metaphorical 

verb (‘lower, ‘raise’) compared to when they used linguistic metaphors containing a 

metaphorical adjective (‘low’, ‘high’). For emotional valence, I also found that speakers 

were more likely to produce gestures that aligned with the meaning of the linguistic 

metaphor they were using when they used a -valence linguistic metaphor (‘low 

standards’) compared to when they used a +valence linguistic metaphor (‘high 

standards’). Neither agency (speaker-agent vs. other-agent) nor animacy (inanimate 

vs. animate) seemed to affect speakers’ gestures. Furthermore, I found evidence for 

neither horizontal nor sagittal conceptual metaphors of emotional valence, nor size-

based conceptual metaphors of quantity, being active when speakers used vertical 

linguistic metaphors of emotional valence. Finally, my findings did not suggest that 

articulatory plurality extends to co-speech gestures. In the next section, I discuss these 

results, what they might signify and other possible interpretations of the data. 
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10. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In this section, I first evaluate the TV News Archive as a tool for gesture research, 

specifically in relation to sample size. I then discuss the results for gesture co-

occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort overall, before examining the results from 

these tests in relation to potential factors affecting the conceptual activation of 

linguistic metaphors (emotional valence, word class, agency, animacy). Following this, 

I discuss the results for conceptual metaphors of emotional valence other than the 

vertical GOOD IS UP and BAD IS DOWN metaphors expressed linguistically (horizontal, 

sagittal), as well as size-based conceptual metaphors of quantity. Finally, I look at the 

results for articulatory plurality. 

 

10.1. TV News Archive 

Just over three quarters of the original 1600-video sample had to be excluded from all 

final analyses, leaving a total of 387 analysable videos. This was not an underpowered 

sample size, and indeed the size of the initial 1600-video sample was chosen to 

mitigate the negative effects of this initial sample being reduced in size. However, it is 

inconvenient that 1213 videos that were ultimately unanalysable had to be hand-coded 

and discarded one by one. It is my hope that automated methods could perform at 

least this first stage of coding in future studies, leaving human researchers to conduct 

the more difficult, context-dependent gesture analyses. The future looks bright in this 

regard, with Östling et al. (2018) conducting a relatively sophisticated, large-scale, 

automated analysis of sign languages with a high rate of accuracy. Nonetheless, 

researchers should bear these limitations in mind when deciding whether or not to use 

the TV News Archive in their research, and when choosing an appropriate sample size 

for their study. 
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 The size of this study was considerably larger than much gesture research that 

has gone before it, with a total of 387 gestures produced by 262 unique speakers 

available to analyse. In contrast, Casasanto and Jasmin (2010) analysed 1747 

gestures overall, but these gestures were produced by only 4 speakers, limiting the 

generalisability of their findings. Furthermore, Çatak et al. (2018) analysed 1208 

gestures produced by 52 speakers, a similarly high number of gestures but still a 

relatively low number of speakers. Finally, Hinnell (in preparation) analysed 147 

gestures produced by 126 speakers, these numbers getting closer to but not equalling 

those reported in this study. Large sample sizes are of paramount importance in 

quantitative gesture research, and this is true both in terms of the number of gestures 

analysed and the number of unique speakers that produced these gestures. It should 

also be noted that the original 1600-video sample taken from the TV News Archive 

was small compared to the much larger number of videos available in the archive 

overall, showing that the methodology delineated in this paper could easily be 

extended to an even larger-scale study. 

 

10.2. Conceptual activation 

10.2.1. Overall 

In this paper I have described three methods of quantifying conceptual activation: 

gesture co-occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort.  

The results for gesture co-occurrence show that all four linguistic metaphors in 

the dataset were more likely to co-occur with gestures than not (85.3%). From one 

perspective, this is unsurprising seeing as the linguistic metaphors in the dataset were 

chosen precisely because they seemed to frequently co-occur with gestures during an 

initial exploration of the archive. However, it is striking just how high this figure is, as it 
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exceeds even those high gesture co-occurrence rates reported by previous studies; 

for instance, Zima (2017a) found a gesture co-occurrence rate of 80% for the partially 

filled [all the way from X PREP Y] construction, and Zima (2017b) found a 37%-75% 

gesture co-occurrence rate for English motion verbs. The comparatively high gesture 

co-occurrence rate reported here therefore lends weight to the conclusion that the 

linguistic metaphors in the dataset are highly conceptually active. This conclusion is 

further supported by the high rates of gestural fit (61.5%) and gestural effort (70.8%) 

overall. The fact that these three measures correlate relatively closely also tentatively 

suggests the validity of these tests as measurements of conceptual activation.  

 

10.2.2. Factors affecting conceptual activation 

Gesture co-occurrence, gestural effort and gestural fit were also used in the current 

study to investigate the following research questions: 

1. Emotional valence (the negativity bias): are -valence linguistic metaphors more 

conceptually active than +valence linguistic metaphors? 

2. Word class: are linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical verbs more 

conceptually active than linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical 

adjectives? 

3. Agency: are linguistic metaphors containing speaker-agent metaphorical verbs 

more conceptually active than linguistic metaphors containing other-agent 

metaphorical verbs? 

4. Animacy: are linguistic metaphors with animate other-agents more conceptually 

active than linguistic metaphors with inanimate other-agent? 

Table 1 shows the results for these four hypotheses across the four measures of 

conceptual activation. Ticks indicate that a measure of conceptual activation revealed 
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a reliable trend in the direction of a hypothesis, whereas crosses indicate that no 

reliable effect was found. There were no cases in which a reliable trend was 

discovered in the opposite direction of a hypothesis. From this, I have assigned scores 

indicating how many measures discovered a reliable trend in the direction of each 

hypothesis.   

 
Hypothesis Test Score 

 Co-occurrence Fit Effort  

Emotional valence ✗ ✓ ✗ 1 

Word class ✓ ✓ ✓ 3 

Agency ✗ ✗ ✗ 0 

Animacy ✗ ✗ ✗ 0 

 
Table 1: Results for three measures of conceptual activation (gesture co-occurrence, 

gestural fit, gestural effort) across all four hypotheses; ticks indicate reliable results in 

direction of hypotheses, while crosses indicate non-reliable results 

 
For emotional valence, only gestural fit indicated a reliable trend in the direction 

of this hypothesis. Because the two other tests did not indicate reliable trends, and in 

fact showed very strong null effects, it is possible that the operationalisation of gestural 

fit in terms of vertical movement generated a false positive result for emotional 

valence. This false positive result may have been due to the presence of beat gestures 

in the dataset, which often contain a downwards movement component. These 

downwards movements would have been coded as matching the meaning of -valence 

linguistic metaphors, but not +valence linguistic metaphors. This could have falsely 
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made the -valence phrases seem more conceptually active than the +valence 

phrases.  

 Word class was unique in that all three tests revealed reliable trends in the 

direction of this hypothesis. Based on this, one possible conclusion is that 

metaphorical verbs are indeed more conceptually active than metaphorical adjectives. 

However, it is possible that these results are simply a consequence of verbs being 

connected to more dynamic, motoric representations than adjectives, which could 

affect speakers’ gestures even if these verbs are not necessarily understood as 

metaphorically standing for the target domain EMOTIONAL VALENCE. If so, this result 

would suggest that verbs in themselves reflect or trigger a more general motoric 

activation rather than conceptual activation. Of course, neither of these explanations 

is mutually exclusive: both could be valid. 

A potential issue with the operationalisation of gestural fit that may have 

affected the result for word class is raised by the fact that there is no explicit upwards 

or downwards movement component in the adjectival linguistic metaphors ‘low 

standards’ and ‘high standards’ themselves, only vertical position. Thus, although the 

idea of vertical position may still be active in the mind of the speaker, they may not 

find it as necessary to gesture upwards or downwards at the same time as uttering 

these linguistic metaphors, or otherwise to make this vertical movement the stroke of 

their gesture. Instead, the speaker might choose to move their hands upwards or 

downwards to the relevant vertical level in preparation for the gesture stroke, and then 

perform a gesture stroke depicting a static vertical position. This is important because 

gestural movement was only coded if it occurred at the same time as the linguistic 

metaphor itself, and during the stroke of the gesture, meaning that cases such as 

described above would have been coded as mismatching. This explanation could 
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explain why there were so few matching cases for ‘high standards’ in the vertical 

movement operationalisation of gestural fit. The comparatively high incidence of 

matching cases for ‘low standards’ might derive from the presence of beat gestures in 

the dataset, which often contain a downwards movement component and so would 

have been falsely coded as matching the meaning of ‘low standards’.  

Moreover, if it is true that speakers are more likely to gesture before but not 

concurrent with linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical adjectives, such cases 

would not have been coded as gestures at all. It is therefore possible that this skewed 

the gesture co-occurrence results and falsely made the linguistic metaphors 

containing metaphorical verbs seem more conceptually active than the linguistic 

metaphors containing metaphorical adjectives. Overall, more work needs to be done 

to verify the reliability of these measures, and to fine-tune how they are 

operationalised.  

For agency and animacy, the three tests were unanimous in that none revealed 

any reliable differences in conceptual activation. However, there was less data for 

agency and animacy than for word class and emotional valence because they only 

applied to linguistic metaphors containing metaphorical verbs (‘lower the standards’, 

‘raise the standards’) and not those containing metaphorical adjectives (‘low 

standards’, ‘high standards’). With more data, it is possible that statistically reliable 

patterns would be uncovered. This seems unlikely, though, when one considers how 

strong some of the null effects were for these two factors. 
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10.3. Other conceptual metaphors 

10.3.1. Horizontal metaphors of emotional valence 

Casasanto’s (2009) body-specificity hypothesis predicts that right-handers will 

associate the dominant right side of their bodies (and therefore right-hand space) with 

+valence, and the non-dominant left side of their bodies (and therefore left-hand 

space) with -valence, whereas left-handers will exhibit the opposite pattern. Whereas 

Casasanto and Jasmin (2010) observed a body-specific effect in gestures performed 

by presidential candidates, Çatak et al. (2018) failed to observe a body-specific effect 

in gestures performed by laypeople. The latter study found evidence only for a 

handedness effect: speakers were more likely overall to gesture with their dominant 

hand, irrespective of emotional valence. 

 The results from the current study support those findings reported by Çatak et 

al. (2018) rather than Casasanto and Jasmin (2010), showing that speakers were 

more likely to gesture with their right hand across all four linguistic metaphors, 

irrespective of emotional valence. If we assume that the dataset in the current study 

is composed exclusively of right-handed speakers, these results suggest an effect of 

handedness rather than body-specificity. In other words, speakers were more likely 

overall to gesture with their dominant hand. However, they were not reliably more likely 

to gesture using their right hand during +valence linguistic metaphors, nor were they 

reliably more likely to gesture using their left hand during -valence linguistic 

metaphors.   

Çatak et al. (2018) explain the lack of body-specific gestures in their study with 

the fact that their dataset was comprised of university students who would probably 

not have received speech and body language training. In contrast, Casasanto and 

Jasmin’s (2010) dataset consisted solely of speakers who would almost certainly have 
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received such training. Implicit in this argument is that varying which hand one 

gestures with according to emotional valence is not something that people naturally 

do unless they have been taught to exert a greater degree of control over their 

gestures than the average person. However, the current study failed to find a body-

specific effect even in the gestures of speakers (news presenters and politicians) who 

probably would have received speech and body language training. This suggests the 

need for an alternative explanation to explain the disparity in findings between Çatak 

et al. (2018) and Casasanto and Jasmin (2010). One explanation is suggested by the 

fact that Casasanto and Jasmin’s (2010) study looked at only 4 speakers, whereas 

Çatak et al. (2018) gathered gesture production data from 52 speakers. Therefore, it 

is possible that larger sample sizes cancel out the body-specific gestural effects 

reported by Casasanto and Jasmin (2010). This would make sense if we consider that 

the present study gathered data from an even larger sample of 262 speakers and did 

not report any body-specific effects. Perhaps, then, the body-specific effect reported 

by Casasanto and Jasmin was a false positive result generated from a too-small 

sample that does not reflect the general population. 

What does this mean for the body-specificity hypothesis? If producing body-

specific gestures is not something that we do naturally, perhaps we do not even think 

about emotional valence in body-specific terms. However, many previous non-gesture 

studies have reported body-specific effects (e.g., Casasanto, 2009; Casasano & 

Henetz, 2012; de la Fuente et al., 2014), so we should refrain from coming to any firm 

conclusions about this, especially because the current study did not have the proper 

handedness information about speakers in the dataset. After all, there may be some 

reason why speakers do not produce body-specific gestures, even if they 
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conceptualise emotional valence in terms of horizontal space. It is unclear what this 

reason might be.  

It is also possible that the methodology used in the current study restricted the 

likelihood of finding a body-specific effect. Specifically, the linguistic metaphors 

investigated all described emotional valence in terms of vertical rather than horizontal 

space. The fact that speakers used vertical linguistic metaphors to begin with might 

suggest that they were conceptualising emotional valence using the vertical axis. 

Moreover, even if the speaker’s initial conceptualisation of emotional valence was not 

vertical, planning to use a vertical linguistic metaphor to describe emotional valence 

might also activate the vertical axis in their mind. This may have led participants to 

ignore the horizontal axis, causing to gesture vertically rather than horizontally. This 

interpretation is bolstered by the finding that although it is theoretically possible for 

both vertical and horizontal axes to be conceptually active at the same time (Walker & 

Cooperrider, 2016), people are more likely to use a single axis at a time to structure 

thought about emotional valence and other abstract concepts (Woodin & Winter, under 

review). The latter study cited here derives its conclusions from a pen-and-paper task, 

however, rather than gestures. Additional evidence that speakers were thinking more 

in vertical than horizontal terms comes from their gestures: overall, 251 gestures were 

vertical, whereas only 57 were horizontal. (I do not report percentages here because 

some gestures were both vertical and horizontal). A post-hoc binomial test indicates 

that these figures are unexpected under the assumption that each outcome (vertical, 

horizontal) is equally likely based on chance (p < 0.001). 

For a proper confirmation or disconfirmation of the body-specificity effect in 

gestures, therefore, one would need to ignore linguistic metaphors entirely and look at 

non-metaphorical, emotionally valenced phrases without any references to space. 
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One would also need to have the proper information about the handedness of 

speakers, rather than assuming that all speakers were right-handed. In addition, while 

the sample of speakers in the current study was large, the selection of linguistic 

metaphors investigated was small. Future research might wish to investigate whether 

or not a body-specific effect can be observed with both a large sample of speakers 

and a large selection of emotionally valenced linguistic metaphors. 

In addition to a lack of body-specificity, results also showed that speakers were 

more likely to gesture rightwards than leftwards. Although this result was not 

statistically reliable, there was only a small number of leftwards- and rightwards-

moving gestures in the dataset overall, which limited the statistical power of the test 

used here. Thus, this null result may have been a false negative. If we assume this to 

be the case, the predominance of right-handed gestures in the dataset can shed light 

on other patterns in the data. For instance, the fact that most speakers gestured with 

their right hand and also gestured rightwards suggests that it may feel easier or more 

natural to gesture in the direction of the hand we are gesturing with (left or right). A 

post-hoc analysis of the data supports this conclusion: 81.3% (N = 26) of speakers 

gestured in same direction as the hand they used to gesture, whereas only 18.8% (N 

= 6) gestured in a different direction. An exact binomial test shows that these results 

are unexpected under the assumption that each outcome is equally likely based on 

chance (p < 0.001). The interpretation that speakers tend to gesture in the same 

direction as their gesturing hand because it is easier aligns with the principle of least 

effort, which is thought to underlie the vast majority of human behaviour (e.g., Ferrero, 

1894; Bierbaum, 1990). 
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10.3.2. Sagittal metaphors of emotional valence 

The approach-avoidance effect predicts that +valence stimuli will foster approach 

behaviour and that -valence stimuli will foster avoid behaviour. This may result in GOOD 

IS NEAR and BAD IS FAR metaphorical associations, which could be expressed through 

speakers’ gestures when they use linguistic metaphors of emotional valence. 

However, the results here do not find gestural evidence for the approach-avoidance 

effect: speakers were not reliably more likely to use a backwards-moving gesture for 

+valence linguistic metaphors, nor were they to use a frontwards-moving gesture for  

-valence linguistic metaphors. 

 These results do not necessarily conflict with the approach-avoidance effect; 

as with the body-specificity effect, it is possible that this association exists but that it is 

not expressed gesturally. Indeed, much past research does support the existence of 

GOOD IS NEAR and BAD IS FAR metaphorical mappings (e.g., Solarz, 1960; Chen & 

Bargh, 1999; Centerbar & Clore, 2006). Moreover, the fact that speakers used vertical 

linguistic metaphors might suggest that they were focusing more on the vertical than 

the sagittal axis, and even if their initial conceptualisation of emotional valence was 

not vertical, the use of a vertical linguistic metaphors might cause them to 

conceptualise emotional valence vertically. Non-gestural research has shown that 

people are more likely to use a single axis than a combination to structure thought 

about emotional valence and other abstract concepts (Woodin & Winter, under 

review), so a vertical conceptualisation would make a concurrent sagittal 

conceptualisation less likely. Speakers’ gestures provide additional evidence that they 

were thinking more in vertical than sagittal terms: overall, 251 gestures were vertical 

and only 89 were sagittal. (I do not report percentages here because some gestures 

were both vertical and sagittal). A post-hoc binomial test indicates that these figures 
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are unlikely under the assumption that each outcome (vertical, sagittal) was equally 

likely (p < 0.001). To conduct a more thorough investigation of the approach-

avoidance effect in gestures, one would need to focus on emotionally valenced 

phrases that do not contain any references to space. 

 When compared to the number of horizontal gestures (N = 57), there were more 

sagittal gestures (N = 89) in the dataset overall. A post-hoc binomial test shows that 

these figures are unlikely under the null hypothesis of equal proportions (p = 0.01). 

One initial interpretation of this finding is that speakers were more likely to 

conceptualise emotional valence using the sagittal axis than the horizontal axis. 

However, subjectively, many sagittal gestures in the dataset seemed to be beat 

gestures; they seemed to not contain a meaning component, and seemed to function 

only to stress certain lexical items. Therefore, the higher number of sagittal gestures 

here may simply reflect the presence of beat gestures in the dataset.  

 

10.3.3. Size-based metaphors of quantity 

Another question explored in this study was whether or not conceptualisations of 

quantity might be conceptually active in speakers using linguistic metaphors that 

predominantly describe emotional valence. This was tested in the current study by 

investigating whether speakers tended to gesture more with a closed hand 

configuration for -valence linguistic metaphors (which can also be viewed as LESS IS 

SMALL), and more with an open hand configuration for +valence linguistic metaphors 

(which can also be viewed as MORE IS BIG) (see Henik and Tzelgov, 1982; Andres et 

al., 2004; Winter et al., 2014). The data did not reveal any reliable differences in hand 

configuration between -valence and +valence linguistic metaphors. 
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 In the previous two subsections, I cited non-gestural research showing that 

people are more likely to use a single axis to structure spatial thought than a 

combination of axes (Woodin & Winter, under review). The fact that speakers used a 

vertical linguistic metaphor therefore might suggest that they were focusing on the 

vertical axis, which may have made them less likely to also recruit the horizontal or 

sagittal axes. Relatedly, if the speaker used a linguistic metaphor pertaining to vertical 

space, this may suggest that they were conceptualising the source domain VERTICAL 

SPACE at the expense of another available source domain, such as PHYSICAL SIZE. 

Therefore, conceptualising both VERTICAL SPACE and PHYSICAL SIZE at the same time 

seems unlikely, and because VERTICAL SPACE is referenced in the linguistic metaphors 

that speakers used, this source domain may have a better chance of being 

conceptualised than PHYSICAL SIZE. Of course, it is still possible that speakers gestured 

according to a vertical conceptualisation of quantity rather than emotional valence, but 

this is impossible to determine if we consider that, for instance, an upwards-moving 

gesture alongside the linguistic metaphor ‘raise the standards’ aligns with both 

emotional valence (GOOD IS UP) and quantity (MORE IS UP) conceptual metaphors.  

  On a more speculative note, we have seen already that financial gains are 

frequently depicted in TV news broadcasts with green, upwards-facing arrows, and 

that financial losses are frequently depicted with red, downwards-facing arrows 

(Winter & Matlock, 2017: 112). Financial gains are normally seen as positive, so in this 

case it is logical to associate MORE with GOOD, and vice versa. This is also true of the 

linguistic metaphors in the current study, where larger quantities are associated with 

+valence, and smaller quantities are associated with -valence. However, it is unclear 

whether people will still think in terms of MORE IS GOOD and LESS IS BAD conceptual 

metaphors when an increase in the relevant quantity is unequivocally negative (e.g., 
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civilian casualties). It is also unresolved whether people will think about emotional 

valence in terms of quantity when the emotionally valenced concept has no ‘actual’ 

quantity component (e.g., love, peace). Does context matter in the case of conceptual 

metaphors? This is a question that future research might wish to investigate. 

 

10.4. Articulatory plurality 

One final issue explored in the present study is articulatory plurality (Börstell et al., 

2016c; Lepic et al., 2016; Östling et al., 2018), the finding that sign language users 

tend to utilise two-handed signs to depict lexically plural words, and one-handed signs 

to depict lexically singular words. Relating this concept back to gesture, Börstell and 

Lepic (under review) found that silent gesturers preferred two-handed gestures for 

lexically plural concepts, and one-handed gestures for lexically singular concepts. 

From this, I sought to discover whether this finding held up for co-speech gestures 

accompanying linguistic metaphors. The data reported here suggest not: speakers did 

not consistently use both hands to gesture for plural nouns, nor did they consistently 

use one hand to gesture for singular nouns.  

It may be the case, however, that articulatory plurality does extend to gestures 

depicting concrete rather than abstract concepts. While the notion of plurality is usually 

necessary and ‘real’ for concrete concepts, it may be less so for abstract ones, such 

as emotional valence; in other words, there may be no meaningful conceptual 

difference between ‘standard’ and ‘standards’ in the linguistic metaphors in this study. 

Moreover, when we metaphorically map qualities from a source domain to a target 

domain, it is well known that not all the qualities of the source are mapped over to the 

target. Thus, it is possible that the notion of plurality is not mapped over when people 

metaphorically construe emotional valence in terms of vertical space. Finally, the fact 
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that the present study focused solely on variations of one noun (‘standard’) limits the 

generalisability of the results reported here. Future research might therefore 

investigate articulatory plurality across a larger selection of phrases that literally (rather 

than metaphorically) express concrete (rather than abstract) ideas. 

 

*  *  * 

In this section, I have discussed the main quantitative results from the study in relation 

to the hypotheses investigated in this study. I have also offered additional 

interpretations of these results and suggested ways that future research could address 

some of the ambiguities in the data. In the next section, I summarise the study as a 

whole and come to some tentative conclusions. 
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11. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) has long been 

criticised for its circular logic (e.g., Murphy, 1996, 1997; see also Gibbs & Colston, 

1995), where linguistic metaphors are simultaneously held as reflections of, and 

evidence, for conceptual metaphors. Many researchers have championed gestures as 

a means of breaking this circularity (De Ruiter, 2007: 21; see also McNeill, 1992; 

Goldin-Meadow et al., 1993; Beattie, 2003). By looking at how speakers gesture when 

they use linguistic metaphors, we can assess whether these linguistic metaphors are 

conceptually active. Furthermore, Müller (2008) argues that conceptual activation is a 

gradable phenomenon rather than a binary yes/no decision: there are degrees of 

metaphoricity.  

 In this thesis, I have used Hostetter and Alibali’s (2008) Gesture as Simulated 

Action framework to propose three criteria for identifying whether a linguistic metaphor 

a speaker uses is active at the conceptual level, and to what degree: gesture co-

occurrence, gestural fit and gestural effort. I have applied these three criteria to a 

large-scale, quantitative analysis of gestures in the TV News Archive, looking 

specifically at linguistic metaphors of emotional valence (‘low standards’, ‘high 

standards’, ‘lower the standards’, ‘raise the standards’). I have attempted to 

demonstrate the usefulness of the TV News Archive as a resource for gesture 

research, and to stress the importance of conducting quantitative analyses of 

gestures. 

 The main results from the study revealed high rates of gesture co-occurrence, 

gestural effort and gestural fit overall for the four linguistic metaphors, suggesting that 

they are highly conceptually active. These three tests also tentatively suggested that 

metaphorical verbs (‘lower’, ‘raise’) are more conceptually active than metaphorical 
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adjectives (‘low’, ‘high’), although this result could possibly be attributed to the 

dynamic, motoric properties of these verbs themselves rather than conceptual 

activation. Emotional valence, agency and animacy did not appear to have an effect 

on conceptual activation. Overall, more work is needed to verify the validity of these 

three tests of conceptual activation, and to fine-tune how they are operationalised. In 

addition, speakers’ gestures did not suggest that they were thinking in line with 

horizontal or sagittal conceptual metaphors of emotional valence, nor were they 

thinking in line with size-based conceptual metaphors of quantity. Finally, I found no 

evidence for articulatory plurality in co-speech gestures. 
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